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page 1-06
The colour generator
produces a fairly
constant amount of light,
shifting slowly through
the spectrum. When used
for indirect lighting, it
produces a beautiful
effect.

Page 1-08
The electronics inside radio receivers have changed
radically over the years, but tuning scales remain
basically the same. The 'bent wire on a string'
principle is still the most popular. In this article, a
digital tuning scale is described.

page 1-24
Here it is at last! A 10 -channel vocoder. The design
offers good performance at a very reasonable cost.
Ideal for musicians with a lot of enthusiasm but
insufficient funds to back it up!
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digital tuning scale

mini drill speed control
sale for some time
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useful to have a speed control. constant speed can be
maintained, independent of the load, $o much the better.
Both of these objectives can be achieved fairly simply, using
an in.greted voltage regulator.

VSWR meter
To get the maximum power output from a transmitting

aenal, it must be properly matched to the transmitter.
Amateur radio operators often make u. of a sowalled
voltage standing wave ratio inner.
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Now, the complete MK 14 micro -computer
system from Science of Cambridge

VDU MODULE. E88.75
(E26.85 without character generatm) MP. P &P.

Display up to MC memory (Mines x 46
chars.widl cheraccergeneraco5or4096
spot positions in are mode)oflUtir
domestidV.Eurocard-sised module includes
IMFmodukdor,mns on single 5 V 2.0,
Complete ass ii uppercase character set can be
mixed with graphic,

POWER SUPPLY. £6.10Inc. p 6 p.
Delivers 8,4600 mA from 220/220 V mains -
sufficient to drive all module,allow n here
simultaneously. Sealed plastic 6662022 -approved.

1.61(1616.000MPUTER KIT
id16.86inc.P612.
Widely -reviewed microcomputer kit with
hexadecimal keyboard,display.86 512 -byte
221.022,256-byteRAIN.and optional
16 -lines I/0 plus further 1281,2es of RAM.

Supplied with free manual to cover
operations oral] types - from games to

27LaingForugable;reonal programs. Also
6uperb education and rraining aid -en

ideal incr computer tech.022.

wit
12066 662656ml:11,6660i.
h step .666'

Science of
Cambridge Ltd

CASSETTE INTERFACE MODULE.
27.25, M. pa P.

Store end foreretri programs on any cassette
recorder. Use xrial o-an6mission down
single) oll0be d4..206a..1
2.g.over telephone lineand no communicate
between two or more MK Ids.

PROM PROGRAMMER.
£11.85 Inc. P A P.
Use to transfer your own program developed
and debugged on 660.12.211no PROM
(722520 to replace SCIOS monitor for
22,6,6.6,Plication5e, model railway

Sollwars allows editing and verifying.

Rnum==
1711:86.26orCambridgeldd,61rdngsParsde.Cunb9age,Cam6,C8218N.

Please send me!
02.14 standard kit 06.55.
O E666612AM .0.1.1 per pair.
011..11/0 device O L8.27.
O VOU module including character

89.99272. 0 L31.75.
D VDU module without character

866.1099 L26.85.
I enclose cheque/MO/PO fart

ly satisfied

Systern,61th order form
All *inch. pi-psv6vm.

(soul).
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The Perfect Lead... Specification
The Acorn consists of two

Acorn Microcomputer 11;LEZ7'
System I

Price £65 plus VAT in kit form

This compact stand-alone microcomputer is based
on standard Eurocard modules, and employs the
highly popular 6502 MPU las used in APPLE, PET,
KIM, etc). Throughout, the design philosophy has
been to provide full expandability, versatility and
economy.

6502 microprooassor
512 x 8 ACORN monitor
1 K x 8 RAM
16 -way I/O with 128 bytes
of RAM
1 MHz crystal
5 V regulator, sockets for
2K EPROM and second
RAM I/O chip.
2. Keyboard card
25 click -keys (16 hex, 9
control)
8 digit, 7 segment display
CUTS standard crystal
controlled tape interface
circuitry.
Keyboard instructions:
Memory Inspect/Change
(remembers last address

used)
Steepping up through
mmOrY
Stepping down through
maroon,

Set or clear break point
Restore from break
Load from tape
Store on tape
Go (recalls last address
used)
Reset
Monitor features
System program
Set of sub -routines for um
in programming
Powerful de -bugging facility
displays all internal registers
Tape load and store
routines

Applications
As a self teaching tool for
beginners to computing.
As a low cost 6502 devel-
opment system for Industry.
Asa basis for a powerful

pendmicrocomputer in Rs ex-

ed form.
As a control system for elec-
tronics engineers.
As a data acquisition system
for laboratories.

START WITH SYSTEM 1 AND CONTINUE AS AND WHEN YOU LIKE
Acorn Controller
E35 plus VAT (min config.)

Acorn Memory 8 k
E95 plus VAT (kit form)

Acorn VDU
E88 plus VAT (kit form)

Acom Software
in ROM

.10m empty:ors Ltd.
Merkel XII, Cambridge, Comte.

Cambridge 1022.31 arms

rOrder Form
Please send me Me following:

Ei (qty) Acorn Microcomputer kit @Lea gm L9.75 VAT.
(qty) Acorn Memory kit 10.3 plus Lla.25 VAT.
filly) Acorn VDU ILO @Lae plus LI3.20 VAT.

0 kW Acorn Posse Sera* (for System 1 only).0 LAPS plus
L0.139 VAT.

(qty) Acorn Microcomputer assembled and tested 14 L79
phis L11.85 VAT.

0 IVY) Acorn you assembled and
tested 1198 plus LI4.20 VAT.

L

the CPU card of System 1, it allows for up to 40 k EPROM,
114 k RAM and 32 I/O lines. It has on board 5 V regulator
and optional crystal control. Custom programs may be
developed on System 1 and the card makes an ideal
dedicated hardware module.

A fully buffered memory card allowing up to B k RAM
plus 13 k EPROM on one eurocard, in an Acorn system
both BASIC and 005 may be contained in this module.
Static RAM (2114) is used and the card may be wired into
other systems.

A memory mapped seven colour VDU interface with
adjustable screen format. Full upper and lower ascii and
teletext graphics are features of this module which along
with programmable cursor, light pen, hardware scroll etc.,
make this the most advanced interface in its class.

Acorn BASIC - a very fast integer BASIC in 4 k
Acorn COS - a sophisticated cassette operating system

with load and save and keyboard and
VDU routines in 2 k

Acorn DOS - e comprehensive disc operating Ws.. in
4k

Post and packing free on all orders.

I enclose a cheque for L
(indicate total amount) made out to Acorn Computers Ltd.
Please send me further details of this and other Acorn options

Name

Acorn Computers Ltd. .11A Market Mm, Canhelelee,Conbs. renal manz

ACORN
PUTER

=0. No. 1403810)
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w-Component under test

Cries of stress
Interpreting the tiny noises that ma-
terials and structures emit when they
are loaded is the fastertgrowing tech-
nique in non-destructive testing. It is

already being applied to find developing
cracks in mechanical structures, leaks in
nuclear reactor systems and, at the
other end of the Wale, to detect loose pore 1. simple system for detecting et:nu...missions. A counter or ett oscilloscope can be
bits of solder or other debris that might added, as Mown.
short.circuit electronic equipment.
It is common knowledge that when we
bend a piece of wood to its breaking
point, it makes a noise before it frac.
tures. It has even been said that early
miners were soon sorted out into the
'quick and the dead' by how well they
could assess the creakings in the rock
above their heads. Audible warnings of
movements in the ground used to come,
too, from wooden pit -props, especially
if they were cut from larch. And many
eye -witness accounts of disasters to do
with mechanical structures such as

bridges, boilers and pressure vessels refer
to a loud creak or crack being heard
some time before the breakdown
eventually occured.
So it is hardly to our credit that en.
gineers have only recently come to
exploit the phenomenon of what we
now call acoustic emission, to ghie us
valuable information about materials
under load. This is particularly true
when we reflect that Robert Hooke, the
great English experimental physicist,
drew attention as long ago as 1681 to
'the possibility of discovering the 2
internal motions and actions of
bodies... whether animal, vegetable
or mineral, by the sound that they
make', Two centuries later, the medical
profession had adopted the stethoscope
to help discover the health Of patients,
and by the turn of this century the first
experiments were under way at
Cambridge to detem the electrical
signals from organs within the human
body. Seismology has been well
established for many years, making it all
Me more remarkable that it was only in
1929 that Ehrenfestand Joffe, in Russia,
first reported hearing 'ticking' noises
from a crystal of rock sheared at 450°C.
This was followed by a report in 1927
from Claussen-Nekludova in Germany
of a correlation between tiny jumps in
Me lengths of stretched specimens of
brass and aluminium, held at tempera-
tures above 4990 C, and weak 'crackling'
noises the specimens gave off. But it
was not until further work had been
done by Kaiser, in Munich M 1950, that
anyone began seriously to consider that
we could learn something useful by
listening to the sounds coming from
metal or wood under stress.

'Counter

Loudspeaker

Oscilloscope

Amplifier

Transducer

Today we know that most materials,
including wood, metal, plastics and
rock, give out such noises, and that by
listening to them we can find out three
things. First, we can detect that some-
thing, an 'event', has happened in the
material. Second, by measuring the
difference between the sound arriving at
two or more sensors, and knowing the
speed of propagation of the sound in
the material, we can calculate where the
event took place. Third, by studying the
signal we can sometimes infer the nature
of what has happened. We may, of
course, need to amplify the sounds and
listen beyond the audible frequency
range to hear them. But even more, we
have discovered recently that not only
mechanical and thermal loading produces
noise, but electrical stressing too:
insulators and dielectric materials give
early, audible warning of electrical
breakdown.

Need for Research

Few engineering structures fail during
use; but the risk is always there, so we
must guard against it The more serious
the consequences of failure, the more
searching the precautionary measures
must be and the more often they have
fobs taken.
When a structure such as a pressure
vessel fails, it does so either with a hiss
ore bang, and in the latter instance
people may be killed and extensive
damage may be done to property, so the
most important aim in design, manufac-

Plcaterer
recorder

Wend.
(to program the
computer nd receive
print-out)

Faure 2. Muniehannet system for finding the source of two stic emistions. Sensors mounted
on the oruwure detect the oresa waves from relaxations sue as growing cracks, end the
computer inds the site of their origin he awessing difference between the times at which
signals arrive from points et rations distances from Me saute .
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ture and inspection is to ensure that the
risk of either sort of failure, and es-
pecially of an explosion, is as small as
possible. The various compulsory
measures, codes of practice, design
procedures and inspection routines are
now very good, as is shown by the
extremely low incidence of failure, but
demands on integrity are becoming
more stringent, through the use of
higher pressures and the need to store
more dangerous materials than hitherto.
As the vessel ages, the risk becomes
greater that there is some insidious
deterioration going on somewhere in the
structure.
It is, of course, reasonable to suppose
that experience guides us to the part of
the vessel where deterioration is most
likely to occur, and that appropriate
nondestructive inspection can be
concentrated there at regular intervals in
the hope ot detecting cracks before they
grow too big. But sometimes the
available inspection techniques do not
have the resolution or reliability needed
to find the sort of flaws that have to be
detected if they are not to become
dangerous.
One of the most serious limitations of
established non-destructive test pro..
cedures, which include ultrasonics,
radiography, and magnetic and eddy -
current techniques, is that it is not
always easy to apply them precisely at
the place to be examined. This is where
the so-called acoustic -emission technique
has much to offer, because it enables us
to listen to the whole of the volume of
the material in the structure from only
one or two places, which are likely to be
easily accessible. Nevertheless, confi-
dence in an ability to hear defects
growing, without missing any, depends
upon first proving that the kinds of
defect we are looking for always emit
detectable noises -under specified
conditions. Research is now going on in
many countries to define what can and,
rather more important, what cannot be
heard with this new technique.

Detecting and Processing
A sensor mounted on the surface of a
component can easily detect the stress
waves beneath it. The most common
sensors are pieces of piezoelectric IPZT)
ceramic which, when vibrated, produce
small voltages. Detecting, amplifying
and processing systems vary from
something as simple as that shown in
figure 1 Inc more complicated than a
gramophone pickup, amplifier and

,k loudspeaker) to multi -channel,

Lt
computer -on-line defect -tracing systems
such as that outlined in figure 2, which

Maximum amphturie

Threshold

vvviouVwk

Ntise

yiffoom
TIME -lex

Figure 3. lneoretiml response f a pieroelemric transducer to a single stress ware.

automatically print information about
the place and extent of an event, within
a second or two of its happening, on a
diagram of the structure under test.
An idealized picture of the signal from a
PZT transducer excited bye single stress
wave is shown in figure 3. To analyse
such signals it is usual to count the
number of times the signal crosses the
threshold level, which is set above the
noise level, to give what is known as the
ring.down count. It is also common to
measure the amplitude of the signal or
the repetition rate at which such signals
are received, or to analyse the fre-
quencies contained in the complex
wave. Various combinations of measure-
ments may be made, depending on the
structure understudy.
So far, the widest application of

. acoustic -emission techniques, now
known as AE, is in non-destructive
testing. NDT is carried out on all bridges,

boilers, boats, aircraft and nuclear
reactors, to name only a few structure,
to find out whether they are safe to use.
AE has one enormous advantage over all
other NDT techniques in that it is able
to rnonitor an entire structure when,
perhaps, only a few points may be
accessible. This makes it particularly
attractive for monitoring large process
or pressure vessels in dangerous environ-
ments, allowing a watch to be kept from
a safe place.
Theoretically, any abrupt relaxation
anywhere within a material gives out a
pulse of stress waves which can be
detected and used to find and study the
source. In practice, not all such events
can be detected. A simple way of
looking at this is to think in terms of a
partition process in which any event,
which may be the growth of a crack, a
change of state (phase transformation),
local yielding, electrical breakdown and

4

Relaxation
'event'

Energy refessed

Petition process

aSs'srt'drainnetr'ncve

New fracture
surface

waves sou.

Figure 4. Any levent'.. or relaxation in a material releases emrgy whiM we may regem es taking
one of three forms, through a partition process.
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so on, releases energy which in the end
takes one of three forms. This is shown
diagrammatically in figure 4, where it is
seen to end up as energy stored in the
atomic lattice of the material, as a new
crack surface or as heat and sound. A
transitional form of the last of these is
stress waves and, provided they are
detected, they may enable us to inter
something about the other two, but one
of the fallacies in the early hopes for AE
was always to assume that detected
energy meant some sort of crack growth.
Though that is often true, there are
many instances of noise being made
without a crack occurring (for example,
the well.known 'cry of tin' is plainly
audible when we bend a stick of tin; it is

caused by bending of the crystals in the
metal). If follows that it would be
wrong to assume unique relation.
ship between the number or amplitude
of the stress waves counted and the area
of crack produced, without knowing a
great deal more about the circumstances
under which the crack is growing and
unless calibration experiments have
been done; such experiments are by no
means easy.
An even more important point is to
note the difference between AE and all
other forms of N DT. In any other NOT
technique it is possible to go back again
and again to check the indications of a
flaw in the material, but noise is

generated only by movement of the
flaw, that is, while the event is taking
place. This means that the material or

first prize it hmer
As our regular readers will know, the
articles published in the July/August
summer circuits edition this year were
the entries for the Elektor competition
in which you, our readers, voted the
winners. Against stiff opposition (with
competitors from 14 countries) the first
prize went to Mr. John Mitchell of
Balham, London. Mr. Mitchell, pictured
here with his prize, was a clear winner
with a total of 58,158 points for circuit
rumber 108, the Chorosynth. His choice
of goodies was a Roland MP 700 electric
piano, Roland RS 202 string synthesiser
and a Roland JC 120 amplifier. Readers
will be pleased to know that a printed
circuit board for the Chorosynth is
-eating completion and will be published
together with a full length article in two
or three months time.
A final word on the competition: out of
the 20 prizes, the U.K. won six -with
three of them inside the first four places!

structure has to be suitably stressed
mechanically, thermally or electrically
to stimulate the sort of event we are
trying to detect, and the AE monitoring
equipment must be switched on and
thoroughly reliable at the time the
sound is emitted.

Computing at the speed of light
A 'superfast' computer working at the
speed of light to make calculations
1000 times faster than even the speediest
of today's electronic brains could be the
result of a radical break -through in
thinking machine technology made by a
team of scientists Heriot.Watt

Potential University in Scotland'sat capital city,
Metals, composite materials, ceramics, Edinburgh.

ferro.electric materials and dielectrics all Harnessing space-age laser technology,

make a noise when stressed. Studies the Heriot-Watt team have produced a

have shown how we can uSa the noises Unique and revolutionary device called a

to gain information about the quality of Iransphasor, which they claim, is the

the material, the growth of cracks and key to a totally new generation of

other defects within structures, and Optical computers whose switches are
whether the cracking is caused by operated not by electronic components
tensile loading, fatigue, stress corrosion but by high intensity light beams.
or some other factor; the technique also Research has shown that an optical
enables the sounds associated with comPuter using laser controlled switches
certain kinds of phase transformation instead of conventional electronic

within the solid material to be detected, devices is literally just around the corner.

So AE can be used as a tool for materials This would represent a breakthrough of

research. It has already proved able to the same magnitude as the transistor,

detect duingesas diverse as deterioration the component on which the postwar
in the condition of concrete, a growing electronics reImiunIm was bash.

of
in an aircraft wing, the formation The technique developed by the Heriot.

ins crystals in lae.arearn and anra. Watt team involves the direction of a
liability of thermistors in electronic laser beam onto a flat crystal of

systems. Um of AE for process control Mmiconductor made of the elements

in welding and to keep a lookout for antimony and indium. An adjustment of

loose parts in equipment being assembled the laser's power causes the crystal to
is already established and it is being start resonating, in turn suddenly

used in mines to monitor micro.seismic boosting the brightness of the laser

activity around places where the rock beam being transmitted through it. That

formation is hazardous. sudden jump in output is the basis for

SPECTRUM No. 165 an incredibly fast optical switch.

151
It is a remarkable development that it is
now possible to switch, control and

reven delay the progress of something as
apid as a beam of light within a

timescale that can only be measured in
picoseconds - that is an incredible one
millionth of a millionth of a second.

1513 sl
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die
Goodbye, seventies!
January 1980: the beginning of a new
decennium. It's always interesting to try
to guess what will happen in the next
few years. Now, especially-so many
predictions have already been made for
this period, ranging from rosy optimism
to the most gloomy pessimism. Every-
body has heard of George Orwell's book
'1984' - even if they haven't actually
read it. We don't expect to have a
'Big Brother' within the next ten years,
but what about all the other pessimistic
prophecies? Are we to be killed by
radiation when the ozon layer in the
upper atmosphere disappears, or are we
to freeze to death when our energy
supplies run out just in time for the
next Ice Age, or will we be roasted alive
due to the 'greenhouse effect' of all that
CO2 we're putting out?
It may seem strange, but we just don't
feel like being pessimistic. Technology is
developing. The direction it takes is for
us to decide; if we're even half as

intelligent as we think, we Mould be
able to solve our problems in time.
Let's make a few guesses about what
may well become technically feasible
within the next ten years. First off: easy
access to all kinds of information, for
everyone who s it. Teletext andwant
Viewdata are still in their infancy, but
we can expect that these services will
expand rapidly. At the same time, a lot
of the 'learning by rote' is disappearing
from education - this type of 'ballast'
can just as well be stored in computer
memories. If we are to really utilise this
typeof 'data bank', however, it is

important that we learn to interpret
facts and judge results correctly. This
need will be reflected in education:
there will be more emphasis on teaching
how to find the information you need,
and how to use it once you've found it.
At the same time, it is to be hoped that
higher education will become more
truly 'universal' (why else call those
institutes 'Universities'?) and less
specialistoriented. One of our main
problems at present is that specialists
from different fields often cannot
communicate on anything above the
lowest )level.
We warn to be getting off our subject:
what will become technically feasible
within the next few years. Even if we
restrict ourselves to technical prophecies,
however, we've got a problem. It is to
be expected that a completely new
technology will appear within the next
few years - with far.reaching conse-
quences. However, without knowing
what that technology is, Ws difficult to
guess at the results! -

This is no wild assumption. Think back
over the last century. It started with
'passive' electronics - well, just
'electricity', really - but the telephone,
telegraph and electric light were in use.
Then, in 1907, the first 'valve': an active
component! With it, radio, radar and
television became possible, to give a few
examples. Even the first computer, in
the mid -forties. But things were
becoming big and bulky ... until the
transistor appeared, in 1947: the first of
the semiconductors. Using this new
technology, we now making things
that would be virtually impossible with
valves: portable radios, pocket calcu-
lators, digital wrist watches, heart
pacemakers, powerful computers...
From thermionic valve to semiconductor
took forty years. The semiconductor
has been with us for over thirty years
now, and everyone maintains that
progress is becoming ever more rapid.
Isn't it time for another radically new
technology? With the same impact as
valves and semiconductors, in their day?
It would seem likely. But what is it to
be? Molecular electronics? Optical elec-
tronics or 'optronics', to coin a

phrase?
Whatever it is, it will almost certainly be
used to make life easier. Further
developments of semconductor tech-
nology are also moving' in that direction.
This means that it is possible to make
some educated guesses about the
future - new technology or no. Here we
go:

Goodbye record! Goodbye tape!
For sound recording, gramophone
records and tapes are nearing the end of
their useful life. Even the brand new,
almost revolutionary Philips 'Compact
Disc' is not likely to last Admittedly,
sound recording will go digital. As far as
that goes, the Compact Disc is a step in
the right direction. But all that fiddling
with moving, mechanical parts! No,
vinyl disc and tape will follow the wax
cylinder - into the museum.
In a digital audio system (say 18 bits
and a sampling rate of about 50 kHz),
one hour in stereo corresponds to some
6000 Mbits. Six thousand million bits'
Where can you store them? At present,
the answer is: on a Compact Disc. But
integrated circuit memodes also exist.
There's even a 'bubble memory' with a
storage capacity of 1 Mbyte, but it's still
rather expensive...
Currently available ROMs haven't
enough storage capacity for digital
audio, but things are improving rapidly:
see figure 1. The coming ten years

should we ROMs with enough capacity
to replace the vinyl disc and pre-recorded
cassette. Even the 'home recording' days
of tape and cassette are numbered.
EAROMs (Electrically Alterable ROMs)
can be programmed by the user, and it
won't be long before they, too, have
enough storage capacity.
Audio will soon be 'all solid state'!

Goodbye, organs!
Not the musical instrument variety. The
human body contains a large number of
vitally important organs. Those who
have the misfortune to be forced to do
without one of these, find themselves in
a very awkward situation. Some artificial
organs do exist - artificial kidneys, for
instance - but they are terribly clumsy
things.

As electronic circuits become ever
smaller and our understanding of how
the human body works becomes ever
greater, the chances of building artificial
replacements are increasing. As a first
step, we might have artificial limbs that
are controlled by the
system, and have a of 'touch'.
Later on, vital organs.senseSuitable trans-
ducers could translate all relevant
biochemical and mechanical data into
electrical signals. These would go
to a Central Processing Unit la
'bioprocessor'?) that is programmed to
take the correct action - again via
suitable transducers. The whole unit
would work on the tollowing lines: if
the concentration of substance X in the
bloodstream is higher than value Y.
convert it into substance Z.
A pipe dreamt No, it'll come. Not in the
next ten years, perhaps, but we should
certainly see the first steps in that
direction.

Goodbye, home constructor?
Will electronics last, as a hobby? We
don't mean doft-yourself repairs of
factory -made equipment: that's not a
hobby, that's bitter necessity ...
More and more interesting circuits are
becoming available ready-made, often
using custom -designed integrated circuits
or 'hybrid' technology. And. cheap, too:
they often cost less than the components
needed for a home -construction job. So
what's the future in our hobby?
In the first place, building your own
equipment has the advantage that you
can include all the most recent develop-
ments - before they reach the shops,
even! Also, you can build it exactly the
way you want it, make it do exactly
what you want- not what some
designer thinks you want
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The circuit consists of three almost
identical sections. The heart of each
section is a Siemens IC, type S 566B',
that was originally intended fora touch -
activated light dimmer (see Elektor,
Summer Circuits 1978, p. 7801. When
the control input of this IC is operated
continuously, it will provide a drive
signal to the triac that causes the lamp
to fade up and down periodically. The
complete cycle time is seven seconds.
By using three of these ICs and off-
setting their cycles by 21/2 seconds,

generator
using coloured light
for an effective display

Circuits for producing light effects
are well-known - but this one is
different. It generates a fairly
constant amount of light, shifting
slowly through the spectrum.
When used for indirect lighting, it
produces a beautiful effect that
can be useful in all kinds of
applications) parties (both indoors
and outside), shop windows, or
even as a permanent 'light play' in
the garden.

W.H.M. van Dreumel

Figure 2. Block diagram.

/ X

:;" 4('"

E

Figure 1. The three primary colours are faded up and down as shown harm the result is light
et fairly constant level that runs through the complete spectrum every 7 seconds.

three overlapping cycles are obtained as
illustrated in figure 1. Each IC is used to
control a lamp that gives one of the
primary colours: red, green and blue. If
all three lamps are aimed at the same
white background, the total colour will
sweep through the colour spectrum in
7 seconds.
A block diagram of the circuit is given
in figure 2.

The circuit
The complete circuit is given in figure 3.
The basic circuit configuration is similar
to that for the touch dimmer mentioned
earlier. The circuits around T4 and T5
provide the correct initial time delays
when the circuit is first switched on. PI
and P2 are used to set these initial
delays to 2ih and es seconds, respec-
tively. The design of the ICs themselves
ensures that this offset will be m
tained indefinitely, once they have been
started at the correct moments.
As in the original circuit, FI I and CI are
used to derive the 15 V supply from the
mains. A zener diode, DI, does the
actual stabilising.
The printed circuit board and com-
Ponent layout are given in figures 4 and
5. Note that the complete circuit is

connected to the mains. This means that
the circuit must be built into an
insulating case, particular care must be
taken when adjusting the initial time
delays.

'Note that the NE5613 cannot be used in this
circuit! That IC is function generator - it
has nothing In common with the 3 5660.

Parts list

..101
110 - f1/1 W
132,135,1310 =195
136,137,911 = 41/17
133,1340011011112,11113 470 k
1314,916,918 - 10 k
815,1317,913-120n
1320,1321 =100k
P1,n2 - 470 k preset

Capacitors:
Cr,220 n/400 V
C2 47 st/25 V
C3,C6,C0 = 970 n/400 v
c4,cs,c7,ce.e1o,c11 - 47 n
C12,C13,C14= 150 n/4110 V
C15,C16 .100 n

Semiconductors:
ICLIC2,1C3 = S 5666 (Siemens)

see notel
T1,T2,T3 = 3C1073, 8C54713 or

eno.
T4,T5 - 3C1773, 3C 5573 or

enu
Tril,Tri2,Tri3 = 2 A/400 V triac

leg. TIC 2260,
Texas Intrumets)

D1 15 V/1 W toner diode
D2- 114001
D3,04 = 5.6 0/250 CO tenet

diode

3u0driec
L1,L2,L3- 50 411/2 A Iring core)
F1,F2,F3= 2 A sloblo

(p.c.b. mounting)
La1 blue lamp, ax. 400 VV
Lag = green lamp, max. 400 W

La3 = red lamp, Max. 400 W
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3

898r9 3. Complete circuit of the colour generator.

LA A
Ls

=3314
cso-IFo ot___P

ei,,, foe

S0-0--1C 0 0-0.

c,0-11-0o0-IF0

"
Figura 5. Component layout.
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no strings attached

It's not so easy to add digital frequency
indication to an existing receiver. The
design must be small enough to fit in
the available space; it must work on all
wavebands, it must be easy to install;
the total cost price must be kept within
orasonable limits. All in all, quite a tall
der!

The trouble with most designs of this
kind is that they me an expensive
frequency divider la 95H90, for in.
stance), to bring the high oscillator
frequency down to a value that can be
handled by normal frequency counters.

you really want is one IC, sPecifi-
cally designed for this kind of work.
Recently, Volvo introduced two ICs:

LED display direct - i.e. without any
additional transistor buffers.
The counter is crystal -controlled. It can
be programmed to correct for different
IF frequencies, so that the same unit
can be used for all AM and FM re-
ceivers. Furthermore, channel number
indication can be selected on the
VHF.FM band instead of frequency
indication.

The system
The basic principle is quite straight-
forward. The oscillator frequency of the
receiver is measured, and the IF fre-

digital tuning scale
The electronics inside radio receivers have changed
radically over the years, but tuning scales remain
basically the same. The 'bent wire on a string' principle
is still the most popular. A more 'sophisticated' system
in the most expensive of modern receivers is digital
frequency indication. In this article, an 'add-on'
digital tuning scale is
described.

quency is subtracted from this to
obtain the actual transmitter frequency.
As such, the IF frequency is not available
in the receiver, of course. The SAA1070
derives this frequency from a 4 MHz
crystal oscillator, by means of a fre-
quency divider. A whole range of IF
frequencies can be obtained by selecting
the correct division ratio.
In practice, it is not the oscillator signal
that is fed to the 1070. The first step in
the Chain is the SAA1058, the internal

block diagram of this IC is

given in figure 1. The outputs
from the AM and FM oscil.
lators are fed to the two pre-
amplifier inputs. This is fol-
lowed by a six -stage divider,
that can be 'blocked' by an
external gate signal (derived

from the SAA 10701. An output
buffer stage boosts the signal to a

comfortable level for the 1070.
The SAA1070 is a rather more compli.

the SAA1058 and the SAA1070. cated IC, as the internal block diagram
The 1058 is a programmable high. (figure 21 shows. It is a completefrequency

divider, with an input pre. frequency counter with LED drive
amplifier stage, the 1070 is a frequency capability -and some more besides. To
counter that can drive a seven.segrnent limit the power dissipation land the

Fi9ure 1. Simplified internal block diagram of the SAA10511.
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RATOR
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Figure 2 The 5AA1030 consists of a complete frequency counter, 'duplex' LED distslry drlry, en IF Treat., preset mammy, and various
logic and control circuitry - including a crystal oscillator.
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Figure 3. Munk diagram of Me complete digital tuning scale.
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Figure 4. The compete circuit

1

Notitibia

wr

SA:113070 5

a V14,1.1O
b. channel*.

1-1:71:\
Mortwav hand

4  medium. one long waves
display ten

SI

Parts lin

81,H, 82 0
R3,R0 3k3
85,136 = 56 k

 27 R
RS - 2312
P9=18031
fl10,811,P15= tk8
R12  820 Ft
R13 - 21/2
Rltle 1 k
416  247
R17 ... R36  210 31/'/2W
1:137 ....5  22 k lm text)

 22 k

Capacitors: D19 -2V78100mW Hiner diode
C1,C8C18 - 10 n IC1 e 7805
C3,C4.C6,C),C9,C12,C1 100 n IC2 e SAA1058 t VALVO
C5,C10,C15  22 n IC3  SAA1070 I
C9  68 0 Del - HP 5082  7756
C10  120 P DP2 ... Dp5  HP 5082 - 7750/
C11.97 6 7751
C16  1000 p/16 V
C17  10 g/6 V tantalum . Miscellaneous:
C19  10... 60.p -miniature 4 MHz crystal
trimmer L1,L2  5 mm ferrite head,

with three turns of 0.3 mm
Semiconductors: enamelled wire

S1  sirkgle-pole five.way switch
Dll ...DVS- 11.108 8 V1600 rnA mains transformer

D3,196  11.001
09,D10  LED
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number of pins needed on the IC!) the
display is subdivided into two sections, 6
and these are driven alternately. This is
called 'duplexing. The necessary control
signal is derived from the mains by two
simple half -wave rectifiers.
The data to be displayed are stored in
the display register. These data can only
be modified once every three counts;
even then, they are only updated if a
new value must be stored. This system
reduces 'display flicker' to a minimum.
During each count cycle, the dividers in
the 1058 are enabled via the 'gate
control' section in the 1070, and the
internal counWr receives the output
signal from those dividers. When the
count is complete, the 'IF preset'
(stored in ROMI is subtracted and the
result is compared to the existing
display data. If necessary, the new data
are now stored in the display register.
The 'IF preset ROM' contains the data
for a whole series of different Inter.
mediate Frequencies. The correct data
are selected by applying corresponding
logic levels to the 'vvaveband select'
inputs.
A block diagram of the complete circuit
is given in figure 3. The oscillator
signals (from, the AM and FM oscillators
in the receiver) are fed to the SAA1059,
for initial frequency division and gating.
The output from this IC goes to the
SAA1070. A 4 MHz crystal and the
'50 Hz duplex provide the necessary
reference frequencies. The five -way
selector switch determines the wave-
band, and 'IF frequency preset' resistors
determine the corresponding IF Ire.
quency that must be subtracted. The
seven -segment displays are driven by the
SAA1070.

The circuit
The complete circuit of the digital
tuning scale is given in figure 4. The two
oscillator signals are fed through coupling
capacitors Cl and C2 to the correspond.
ing inputs of the SAA1058. The DC bias
for the preamp is derived from the
internal reference voltages, via R3 and
R4; the positive supply is decoupled by
means of 07 and C5. The CM32 control
input to the dividers is grounded,
setting the division ratio to 1:32.
The IC his an open collector output
(pin 8), so R9 is included as collector
resistor.
The output signal from IC2 goes to a
voltage divider (010, R11 and R12),
and from there to the signal input of
IC3 (Pin 12). The positive supply to the
SAA1070 is decoupled by L2 and Ca
Resistor 014, from positive supply to
the gate control circuit, is included to
ensure a reliable start of the internal
'process control' when the circuit is

Switched on.
The bulk of the crystal oscillator
circuit is included in the IC; the only
external components are capacitors C9,
C10 and C11, trimmer C19 and the
4 MHz crystal. The oscillator frequency

el fFMl

MMI

Figure 8, In tome cases, Input preamplifiers may be required. The two versions given here are
for VHF -FM and AM use, respectively. Resistors Rp and Rst can be given other values if a
different supply voltage is mailable in the receiver.

must be set to exactly 4 MHz. This can
be measured at pin 18; note, however,
that capacitive load at this point
detunes the oscillator by -4 Hz per pF.
In other words, if a 10 pF probe is

used, the frequency should be at to
3.999960 MHz (i.e. 4 MHz -40 Hz):
when the probe is removed, the oscil-
lator frequency will be 'spot on'.
Alternatively, of course, the receiver can
be tuned to a known frequency, after
which the oscillator is adjusted until the
correct display is obtained. In this case
the trimming screwdriver will detune
the oscillator slightly, so that some
patience is required ...
Switch S1 is the wave -band selector. If
you're lucky, the existing selector
switch (or pushbutton block) in the
receiver may have a set of spare contacts;
if not a separate switch will have to be
added. Switch positions 1 and 2 both
apply to the VHF -FM band: in position

1 the frequency is displayed, whereas
position 2 gives a display of the channel
number. Position 3 is for the short
wave band and position 4 for long and
medium waves. Finally, position 5 is for
testing the displays: all segments should
light in this position.
The correct IF frequencies are selected

Table 1

resIsmr

R49 R. R96 R42

0
0
1

1

0
0

1

0
0

0

1

1

VHF -FM IF
frequency
MHz

10.70
10.60
10.6125
10.625
10.6375
10.65
10.6625
0.675

10.6876
10.70
10.7125
10.725
10.7375
10.76
10.7625
10.775

Table 1. To program Me circuit for. specific
IF frequency, certain resistors must be either
wit. or mitted. For VHF.FM, resistors
R42 ... R45 are se.. as Mown hem
.0' indicates that Me resistor is omit.,
whereas  '1' means that it must he included.
22 k resistors are used.
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Telsla 2

emitter AM IF
fragrancy
IkaaI

537 538 18 0 SW MW/LW

0 0
0

460.00
408.75

460
049

0 450.00
451.25

450
451

52.50
453.75

452
453

455.00
56.25

454
455

457.50
456.25

456
457

457.50
458.75

458
459

480.00
461.25

460
461

.2.50
463.75

462
463

465.00
463.75

464
.5

465.00
405.25

465
467

467.50
468.75

468
.9

470.00
471..

470
471

47260 072

Table 2. As table I. but in ths cam for
selecting the IF frequency I or short, medium
and long waves. Resistors 1137 ROI are
added or omitted according to thm table.

by means of resistors R37... R45, as
will be discussed later (see talibrationl.

Construction
Two printed circuit boards are used, as
shown in figure 5: a 'main board' and a
'display board'. The two boards are
mounted at right angles and inter.
connected by means of short wire links,
as shown in the photo.
The position of the decimal point in the
display is fixed; two LEDs are used to
distinguish between kHz and MHz.
The two coils (L1 and L2), for supply
decoupling of the ICs, each consist of
three turns of 0.3 mm enamelled
copper wire one 5 mm ferrite bead.
Care should be taken when mounting
the voltage stabiliser IC (IC1): its metal
'back' should be towards R6. In other
words, if it is bent over as shown in the
component layout the plastic 'front'
will face the board. A small heatsink is
sufficient 11.5*C/W).
The total current consumption is quite
small: an 8 V/600 rnA transformer will
be adequate.

Connections to the receiver
In some s, the oscillator signals can
be takencase direct from the receiver
without any special precautions. For
this to be possible, two conditions
must be met: a point must be found in
the existing oscillator circuit where the
impedance is (considerably) less than
1 k, and the oscillator must be able to
drive this additional load without
noticeable detuning.

0.00 130003 1980 - 1.13

An alternative solution is to use
pickup coil, so that no direct (soldered)
connection is required. Even then, care
must be taken to avoid undue loading
of the oscillator, In most receivers, the
complete tuner is contained in a

screening box - both to reduce the
sensitivity to stray fields and to 'protect'
the ran of the receiver from the strong
field produced by the oscillator. Holes
are provided in this case, for trimming
purposes; one of these holes will cones.
pond to the oscillator coil, and it can
be used for inserting the pick-up coil. A
suitable coil diameter is chosen: small
enough to fit through the hole, and
certainly not larger than approximately
6 mm 1%1 diameter. The coil consists
of three turns of enamelled copper
wire; any wire diameter between 0.3
mm and 0.6 mm can be used.
The oscillator coil in the receiver can be
located by inserting a screwdriver in the
various holes (without turning any.
thing!). The hole where maximum
detuning is found will correspond to
the oscillator. In some tuners (a few of
the TOKO types, for instance) the
oscillator coil can be recognised as the
only one with an aluminium tore (in-
stead of ferrite).
The connection between the pick-up
coil and the digital tuning circuit should
be made with 50... 75 f2 coax cable.
The pickup coil is lowered through
the hole in the tuner until a stable
frequency display is obtained, without
serious detuning of the oscillator.
Should this prove impossible, an ad.
ditional preamp will be needed. The
circuit given in figure 6 boosts the input
sensitivity to better than 3 mV. More
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on this later; first, let's take a look at
the AM oscillator.
Most receivers have at least long. and
medium -wave bands, some also have
one or even several short-wave bands.
Sometimes, different oscillators are used
for each band; in virtually all cases,
different oscillator coils will be selected
for each band. Obviously, a single
pick-up coil is not enough; one will be
needed for each of the oscillator coils.
All pick-up coils (10 turns each( are
connected in series across the AM
input to the digital tuning scale. As with
the FM coil, the AM coils must be
placed so that a stable frequency
display is obtained without severe
detuning; also as before, a preamplifier
may be needed: see figure 6.
As figure] shows, the preamplifiers
don't take up much space. They don't
take much current, either: about 5 mA
for the AM preamp and 10 mA for the
FM version. For other supply voltages,
the values of RA and Re can be modi-
fied, as follows:

Ub 1

= (for FM)

Ub - 1
Re = (for AM)

Alternatively, the supply for the
preamps can be derived from the
digital tuning circuit: a 5 V supply
connection is provided. Correct values
for RA and Re in this case are 330 E2
and 68051, respectively, the Screening
braid of the coax cable can be used as
supply common return lead.
Once the correct position for a pick-up
coil has been found (with or without
preampl, it can be fixed with a little
glue or a strip of insulating tape.

Calibration
The first step is to program the digital
tuning circuit for the AM and FM IF
frequencies in the receiver. This is done
by inserting some of the resistors
R37 ... R45, as shown in tables 1 and
2. A '1' in the table means that a 22 k
resistor must be mounted at that
position; a '0' signifies that the resistor
should be omitted.
The 4 MHz crystal oscillator can now be
adjusted, using C19. As mentioned
earlier, the frequency can be measured
at pin 18 (bearing in mind the fro.
quency offset introduced by the probe:
-4 Hz per pFll. Alternatively, the
receiver is tuned to a transmitter of
which the frequency is known, and C19
is adjusted to obtain the correct fre-
quency display. This requires a little
patience: the oscillator will shift slightly
off tune when the screwdriver is re
moved from the trimmer!
If the correct setting proves to be
outside the range of the trimmer, the
IF frequency is probably inCOrreCtlY
programmed. Once C19 is correctly set

7

11-

'

Figure 7. These photos show the pckup coil a. preamplifier, before and after inserting the
cell into a tuner.

for one frequency, the adjustment
should be correct throughout all wave-
bands - once again, provided the cor-
rect IF frequencies have been selected!
In other words, if the correct display is
obtained for one VHF -FM transmitter,
the long-, medium- and shortwave
bands should also be accurate.

Not all receivers)
In most receivers, the oscillator fre-
quency is above the transmitter fre-
quency; it is for this type of receiver
that the digital tuning scale is intended.
There are, however, exceptions - where
the oscillator frequency is lower than
the signal frequency - and this circuit
is not suitable for them.
One notable exception, unfortunately,

is the popular Variometer tuner de.
scribed in Elektor (March and April
1977/. In this particular case, it is
possible to modify the oscillator circuit
so that it can be used with the digital
tuning scale: the new circuit is given
in figure 8. However, as explained in
the original article, this modification
leads to reduced image frequency
rejection - still good enough, in most
cases, but not as good as the original
version.

In the car
A digital tuning scale may also prove
useful for car radios. At first sight, this
would seem no different than the
applications described so far. However,
there is a difference: we have yet to
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8

Figure 8. TM digital tuning scale is unsuitable for use with receivers where Me oscillator frequency is lower than the transmitter frequency.
Fortunately, this brim of receiver is ram one OMIT Veriometer tuner described in Elektor in 1977. Its circuit sal easily be modified,
es shown here.

9 find the car electrical system that runs
on 50 Hz AC! The LED display 'duplex-
ing' is based on AC drive, so this must
be simulared if the circuit is to be used
in a car.
A suitable suPPIY circuit is given in
figure 9. No p.c. board has been designed
for it, but it shouldn't be too much
of a problem to mount it on Veroboard

o or something similar. The letters A, C
and D at the various outputs correspond
to the three supply inputs to figure 4.

The last word ...
The 'oscillator' inputs of the digital
tuning circuit are quite sensitive. so they
must be adequately screened.
Furthermore, the circuit itself produces
quite a bit of interference, so it must be
mounted in a screened box. In the
prototype, this was made up from
sections of copper laminate board. el

he
er, Nur° 9. For use in cars, this spacial tummy circuit is required to obtain the necessary AC input.
to
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Before going into the actual circuit, it is more power is supplied to the motor -
a good idea to take a brief look et how counteracting the tendency for the
these little DC motors work. Why does speed to drop.
the speed drop when the motor is Basically, this is a feedback system -
loaded? and positive feedback, at that. For
Normally, a fairly constant voltage is correct operation, the amount of
applied to the motor. Off load, the feedback must obviously be set accu .

speed increases until the power rarely. One solution would be to use a
consumption is exaNly sufficient to preset potentiometer for R2. This is not
cover the electrical and mechanical very practical, however: where do you
losses in the motor. When the motor is find a 4.7 S1 pot that will happily
loaded, the speed drops. This reduces tolerate a current of up to 1 At Adding
the back EMF, so the current through P2 is an infinitely better solution. With
the motor increases; a new equilibrium its slider turned right up, the circuit
is reached when the increased power becomes identical to that given in
consumption equals the reduced electri- figure 1, as far as the regulator is con.
cal and mechanical losses plus the power corned, the voltage across the motor is
delivered to the load. In other words, held constant. As the slider of P2 is

the motor supplies the power required turned down, more and more positive
by the load-but at reduced speed. feedback is added. With P2 set correctly,
Obviously, there is a limit: if the motor the motor speed will remain almost
is loaded too heavily, it will stop. constant, independent of load.
If the speed is to remain constant, the
voltage across the motor will have to be
increased when the motor is loaded. In Construction
ens way, the current land the power A suitable printed circuit board is given
output) can increase without affecting in figure 3. The only components not
the speed. mounted on this board are the trans.

mini drill weed eonlrol
Miniature electric drills have been
available for some time. Most of
them are battery powered. For
precision work, it is useful to have
a speed control; if constant speed
can be maintained, independent of
the load, so much the better.
Both of these objectives can be
achieved fairly simply, using an
integrated voltage regulator.

In the circuit described here, the main former, fuse, and potentiometer Pl.
active component is a voltage stabiliser Having built the circuit, and before
IC, the 79G. This is a negative voltage connecting the motor, en initial check is
regulator; it was chosen because its advisable. The slider of P2 is turned
output voltage can be reduced to as low fully clockwise. Power is then applied.
as -2.23 V. The minimum output and PI is set to maximum resistance -
voltage of its positive voltage counter. corresponding to the maximum output
pert, the 78G, is approximately 5 V. voltage. This voltage (between the '4'
The extended control range at the low and '- output terminals) is measured.
voltage end is important, since the It should be safely below the maximum
motors in miniature drills are all fairly permissible motor voltage -say about
low voltage types-they are intended 20% down. If it is too far off Misvalue,
for battery use. This circuit can be used the value of R1 will have to be modified:
to power 2.5... 12 V motors, with any increasing RI reduces the voltage, and
current rating up to 1 A. reducing R1 brings the voltage up.
As figure 1 illustrates, the basic regulator Pt is now turned back about halfway,

icircuit using this IC s very simple. The and the drill is connected. Preset P2 is
output voltage is determined by the carefully adjusted so that the motor
ratio between the two resistors, as speed is on the verge of increasing. The
follows: idea is that too much feedback will

cause the drill speed to run right up, out
of control; too little feedback, on the
other hand, will make the circuit less

01 is -2.23 V.For the 79G, Uoont effective. It is possible that, with a given
As can be seen

is determined by the
, the output voltage of motor, even the lowest setting of P2 is

regulator not low enough: the speed still drops
wvoltage on the control input- i.e. that when the motor is loaded. In that case,

at the Rl/R2 junction in figure 1. To be
more precim, it is the voltage between 1 rtlmCoe

that sets the output voltage. °
the control input and the 'common'

Knowing this, the actual circuit
(figure 2) is not so difficult to under.
sand.
When the motor is loaded, its speed will 0 0
tend to drop. The current through the
motor increases, producing a larger
voltage drop across R2. The IC will now 71:::::%"27VZ".',:"i7va"tl ,:
try to restore the original voltage
difference between the 'control' and that the ouPut voltage dete;rnine. hVn.,
'common' connections, by Mcreasing its end R2.
output voltage. This, in turn, means that
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- the value of 1:12 will have to be increased
s and the calibration procedure repeated.

Obviously, this circuit is no miracle
- worker. If the motor is loaded further

when it is already running flat out, at
f maximum voltage, the speed will drop.

Which is lust as well - a higher voltage
than the maximum permissible will burn
out the motor. This is why it is so
important to select the correct value for
RI - it determines the maximum
voltage that can be applied to the motor.
For that matter, it is a good idea to
check this again once P2 has been
adjusted: set P1 to maximum, and
measure the motor voltage as it is

loaded more and more. It shouldnot
s run up to more than 20% above the

nominal motor voltage; if it does, the
value of RI will have to be increased
further. Alternative', a Misted can be
included in parallel with PI - reducing
the maximum resistance value that can
be set by this potentiometer.
Them is no need to worry about
damaging the IC-it is internally

4 protected against output short-circuits
and thermal overload.

Pews.

Resistors
1:11.. 202
112.. 0.)!1/5 W
PI - 10 kiln.
P2 - IOC w preset potentiometer

Capacitors:
2200 p/36 V

Ca 2p2/35 V tantalum
C3 103)1/16 V
CI,C6. 1 p/26 V tantalum

Mekter Prosy IMO -1-17

Semiconductors:
ICI
DI 1 N4001
PI. 860C1600

Sundries:

Tr . 10 V/1 A dem/Owner
F 100 md fuse, Mottle
Dentsink for ICI

 see text

2

FilluoSaheCOmPiete dn.., PI Sea the motor speed; preset P2 is adjusted so that the need remains constant under load. On some drills,

a lower value for C2 end/or cs may give batter results. in text, one of the drills we tried ran bst when these capacitors were omitted!

3

Figure

Printed circuit board and component layout. Note that only two connoctions are provided to PI the co

end one end is made at the potetiometer.

ion between the wiper
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VSWR
meter

To get the maximum power output from a transmitting aerial, it must
be properly matched to the transmitter. For that matter, a really
serious mismatch can spell disaster for the (expensive) output stage of
the transmitter. For these reasons, amateur radio operators often make
use of a so-called voltage standing wave ratio meter - an 'SWR' meter.
In this article, we will not only describe the theory - what it is, what
it does, how it works; a practical circuit for an SWR meter with a very
wide frequency range is also given. With a p.c. board, of course.

Nearly everybody who has any experi-
ence of electronics has heard of
impedance matching. But how many
people really know what it's all about?
Not that it is so important, in most
cases - in fact, one of its Prime purposes
would seem to be that it provides audio
fanatics something to discuss when
they've exhausted every other possible
topic...
There is, however, a group of electronics
enthusiasts that rightly considers im-
pedance matching to be of prime
importance. Amateur radio operators!
For them, an impedance mismatch can
have disastrous results. At best, their

range will be drastically reduced; at
worst, they may blow up the output
wage of their transmitter.
Fortunately, it is not too difficult to
avoid mismatching. Provided you know
what you're doing, that is! If you buy a
transmitter ready -built, the output
impedance is usually specified. The
same is true for transmitting aerials: the
manufacturer will normally specify the
impedance. The idea is that you use an
aerial with an impedance that matches
the output impedance of the transmitter,
and that you use connecting cable with
the same characteristic impedance. For
instance, if the transmitter output is

specified as 7552 the obvious Ming to
do is to use 75 SE coax cable and a 75 Si
aerial.
However, life is not always so simple.
Many amateurs not only build their own
transmitter, the transmitting aerial, too,
is often the result of personal exper-
intent. In this case both impedances are
unknown, so that optimum energy
transfer from transmitter to aerial can
only be obtained by experimenting.

Why?
The simplest possible equivalent circuit
fora transmitter with its load is given in
figure 1. An ideal AC voltage source, U,
supplies power to the load, Zo, via the
internal impedance, Zi. The power
supplied to Zo can be calculated as

follows:

(Zi Zol2

In this formula, U is the (open -circuit) '
voltage supplied by the voltage source;
Po is the power supplied to the load Zo.
For a given value of Zi, the maximum
power is supplied to the load when Zo
equals Zi. In other words, if the output
impedance of Me transmitter is 750, a
cable with a 750 characteristic
impedance should be used. Similarly,
the power transfer from the cable to the
aerial is highest when the aerial im.
Pedance is equal to that of the cable. In
that case, all the power supplied by the
transmitter is pumped into the aerial
the losses in the cable will normally be
negligablel. What happens when the
aerial impedance does not match the
characteristic impedance of the cable?

Po
Z0
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The energy transfer from cable to aerial
is not ideal in this case, and a standing
wave appears along the cable. This can
be clarified as follows.
Normally, the aerial is not mounted on
top of the transmitter. It will be on the
roof, or at the top of a high mast, or in
some other suitably high position. In

most cases, it will be some distance
away from the transmitter-the latter
being at a comfortable location
inside the house. The transmitter and
aerial are then linked by a cable. In
other words, the power output from the
transmitter runs down the cable to the
aerial. All very straightforward, you
would think, but let's take a closer look
at what happens in the cable.
The electrical signal moves down the
cable at high speed: 200,000 to 300,000
km/s (i.e. well over 100,000 miles per
second!). This seems very fast, but let's
see how long it takes the signal to pass
down a 60 -foot cable (20 metres). A
simple calculation (using the metric
figures it's simple, anyway!) shows that
it will take about 100 ns. Fora radio
amateur, 10 MHz is not such a high
frequency - but the period time at this
frequency is also 100 ns. This means
that the AC voltage source in figure 2
will have produced one complete period
before any signal appears at the other
end of the cable, 20 metres further on!
This means that the voltage source can't
'see' whether or not the cable is termin-
ated with the correct impedance. The
transmitter only 'sees a small part of

the cable, and recognises its 'character. the reflected power can be separated
istic impedance'. The current pumped from the power fed to the aerial. The
Mtn the cable is therefore determined ratio between these two is a measure for

by this cable impedance. When this the accuracy of the impedance match.
current arrives at the aerial, the results To be TOM precise, the ratio between
depend on the aerial input impedance. sum and difference of the forward -

If the whole system is properly matched,
the complete power output from the
transmitter goes into the aerial: the
same voltage across the same impedance
corresponds to the same current -i.e.
the current coming down the cable. If
the aerial impedance is too high, how.
ever, it will 'reflect' some of the power.
Put it this way: the same voltage across
a larger resistance corresponds to a
smaller current. Some of thew rrent
coming down the cable is 'left over and
it bounces back down the cable towards
the transmitter. The same sort of effect
occurs if the aerial impedance is too low.
The power that is reflected back to the
transmitter interferes with that coming
the other way. The result is a standing
wave. This can actually be detected by
passing a field -strength meter along the
cable: at some points a maximum is
found, and at others the field strength is
at a minimum. The maxima and minima The VSWR meter
occur at regular intervals. If the aerial is By now we have some idea of what we
incorrectly matched, the field strength want to measure. The next question is:
at that point will be low- corresponding how?
to low output from the aerial. The VSWR meter circuit given in

If the aerial impedance is unknown, the figure 3 can be used for transmitting
degree of mismatch can be determined frequencies between 2 MHz and 30 MHz.

by measuring how much energy is The unit is connected in series with the
reflected. By using directional couplers cable, close to the transmitter. The
that only pass power in one direction, current flowing from transmitter to

going voltage towards the aerial)
and the reflected voltage (Ur) is taken,
as follows:

--
VSWR is the Voltage Standing Wave
Ratio.
It will be obvious that the VSWR equals
1 if the reflected voltage is zero: it
becomes infinite if the complete signal
is reflected. This would occur if the
aerial impedance is zero or infinite.
Note that the aerial impedance referred
to is that at the transmitted frequency.
If the aerial is correctly designed for this
frequency, it will be in resonance and
its impedance will be real.
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aerial end vice versa passes through the
primary of a transformer. Both of these
currents produce a current in the
secondary; the direction of the current
flow in the secondary is obviously
determined by the direction in the
primary. By combining the total voltage
lUg 0 Ur) with the correctly chosen and
half -wave rectified secondary voltage,
Ur and Of can be obtained separately.
These voltages (across 02 and CI,
respectively) can be measured with a
simple meter circuit, consisting of
low-pass filters (RI/C3 and 02/C41 and
a meter with pr.et seri. resistor.
At frequencies above 30 MHa, no
transformer is needed. The same lob can
be done by adding two secondary 'strips'
that run parallel to the main through
feed. This is shown in figure 4. The
directional characteristics of this circuit
are best when the following conditions
are Milt

ZOL
Ei = and -;k

where Za is the impedance for which
the unit is intended.
Obviously, electrical waves can run in
both directions along all the strips;
however, if the above conditions are
mat, waves in one direction will decay
quite rapidly. With the diodes only
conducting in one direction (as all good
diodes should do ...I, the forward- Figure 3.An seen simpler circuit bra vswa meter can be seed a higher Irepumoin
going wave will build up a voltage across MO M.... ago Iv1.1 era u..
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raise your guitar one octave

This frequency doubler circuit for guitars produces an output that is
one octave higher than the original input signal. An uncommon, but
particularly useful, feature is that the original signal and the frequency.
doubled version can be mixed in any desired proportion.

frequency doubler I

As can be seen in the block diagram
given in figure 1, the signal from the
guitar -is amplified and then fed along
two separate paths. The lower path
carries the basic signal; in the upper
path, full -wave rectification is used to
obtain frequency doubling. After a

'balance' control, the two signals are
summed; the output is at the correct
level to drive a suitable 'guitar' amplifier.
The complete circuit is given in figure 2.
In practice, it is rather more compact
than it looks: the four opamps are all
contained in a single IC. The first stage,
At. is an input preamplifier/buffer. The
gain can be varied between x 50 and
x I, by means of Pt. The values given
for 131 and Cl in the circuit may have
to be modified to suit a particular guitar.
The correct input impedance is deter-
mined almost exclusively by the value
of R1; Cl will have to be modified
accordingly (if R1 is decreased, CI must
be increased and vice versa) unless a
different low -frequency cut-off point is
desired.
The DC output voltage from Al is 0 V
- in other words, it is biased mid -way
between the positive and negative
supply rails. This output is connected
direct to the non inverting inputs of A2
and A3, so that these two opamps are
also biased to the mid -point This
ensuresthat the maximum (symmetrical)
AC voltage swing is available throughout
the circuit.
Opamps A2 and A3 are used in a

full -wave rectifier circuit. For the type

of signals that we are dealing with,
full -wave rectification is equivalent to
frequency doubling - which is what the
whole exercise is about! The output
from A3 is fed to one half of a stereo
potentiometer (P2a); the 'basic' signal,
from the output of Al, goes to the
other half of this potentiometer. By
wiring one of the (linear!) poten-
tiometers 'upside down' (when the
slider of P2a is connected to the C4 end,
the slider of P2b is at supply common)
the desired 'balance control' is obtained.
The output signals for three possible
settings are given in figures 4, 5 and 6.
Figure 4 is the frequency -doubled signal ,

(P2a turned right up, so P2b is down);
figure 5 corresponds to the half -way
situation-original and doubled signal
in equal amounts; figure 6 is the original
signal only.
The final opamp, A4, is the summing
stage. It is actually a virtual -earth mixer,
with unity gain for both signals.

Construction
A printed circuit board design for the
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frequency doubler is given in figure 3. It
is designed to fit in a compact case. For
the same reason, two 9 V batteries are
used for the supply. The current
consumption is only 8 mA, so they
should last for quite a while.

Figure 1. The black diagram o the 1repuen y double

2

Figure 2. The canton. circuit.

g

Figure a. The printed circuit hoard is CO. ..a, Then the edear0e0e. uein9

Parte list

Resistors: .

11.3  10 k
116,135,1103,87,118  12 k
119,810,1111,812 320 k
111elbliod
P1a/P213.00 k lin stereo

Ism text,

GpacIters:

C2e 10 ohs V

amiconducton:
A1,I12,AttAke e 101 - 090;

Lb, .2.4.cen also be used.
01.02 1N6108

Sundriee
Two 9 V batteries, with cll.,

:,,tinre:.%troantihree passim. outputsgrela, from asineavave input: I repuencydoubled only; doubled ma origin., .fl eau., amounts; end
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an absolute first!

After all the articles describing
the theory of vocoders, there must
be a lot of enthusiastic readers just
itching to build one. This is just
the sort of challenge that Elektor
designers love: a lot of people
want it, but nobody has come up
with a suitable design until now.
Now, here it is at last! A 10 -
channel vocoder, designed
in collaboration with Synton
Electronics -an acknowledged
specialist in the field. The design
offers good performance at a very
reasonable cost. Ideal for
musicians with a lot of enthusiasm
but insufficient funds to back it
up!

Certainly for those who would rather
wield a soldering iron than a formula,
the theory of vocoders has by now
been discussed in more than adequate
detail. Two years ago we discussed the
'haws and whys' and described the
basic principles of a few commercially
available vocoders. Last month's article
'Vocoders' was intended as a brief
recap of the history and technology
of vocoders, and at the same time as a
'werming.up exercise' for the construe.
tion project described this month.
The difficulties associated with design.
ing a ocoder were discussed at length.
Obviously, these difficulties are even
more apparent when the design is

intended for home construction, as
opposed to commercial production: the
circuits must be absolutely reliable, and
the effect of component tolerances
must be reduced to a minimum. Fortu-
nately, the problems are not insurmount-
able, as we will see.

One more time ...
We've explained what a ocoder is,

often enough ... 'We didn't really
oughts repeat ourselves. However. For
those who are still unsure, in spite of
all explanations given in earlier publi-
cations here is a brief definition:
A yocoder is a 'box' with two inputs:
one for a speech signal and one for a

ificetions

number of channels: 10
speech input
sensitivity: edjustable 10 mV 7.7 V

mpedance: 10 kft
center input
sensitivity: 770 me
impeders Ce: 100 kfl
line output
output level: 770 mV
frequenCY nu.* 30 10.000 Ha

'carrier' or 'replacement' signal (in
practice, this is usually some kind of
'music' signal). Inside the 'box', the
speech characteristics are superimposed
on the carrier signal. A single output
signal results. It contains all the charac-
tercs (and intelligibility) of the
speech input, but the basic sound pro.
duced by the speaker (vibrations of
vocal chords, resonances in the oral and
nasal cavities) are replaced by those of
the music signal. The result is something
that sounds like the music, but talks as
well.
How? This has been explained, in many
previous articles. However, in the
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interest of providing a smooth transition
to the block diagram and circuits that
are to come, let us take a quick look at
whet is 'inside the box'.
Most vocoders are so-called 'channel
vocoders'. Other systems do exist
(heterodyne -based, for instance) but
these are so complex that they are rarely
used in practice. The Elektor design
is also a channel vocoder, so we will
forget the other possibilities. Last
month's article gave block diagrams
that illustrate the basic principle. A
quick look at the block diagram of the
Elektor seceder (figure 11 shows that it
is almost identical.
A channel vocoder consists of two main
sections: the analyser and the syn-
thesiser. These are very similar, both
consisting mainly of an identical set of
filters (two groups of ten in the Elektor
vocoder).
In the analyser section, the filters are
used to split the incoming speech signal
into corresponding frequency bands.
The output from each filter is rectified
and passed through a low-pass filter; the
total result is a set of varying DC
voltages, each corresponding to the
'envelope' of the speech signal within
that particular frequency band.
The synthesiser section splits the 'carrier'
signal into the same set of frequency
bands. The output level in each band is
varied by a voltage controlled amplifier
IVCAI that is driven by one of the
varying DC control voltages

of

by the analyser section. The result is

that the amplitude 'envelope' of each
frequency band in the speech signal is
superimposed on the corresponding

frequency band of the carrier signal.
The outputs of all VCAs are then
summed, to produce Me total output
signal: basically, the tonal charac-
teristics of the carrier signal with the
articulation of the speech. Talking
music, in other words.

The Elektor vocoder
After we had already done quite a bit
of experimenting with vocoder circuits,
we happened to come into contact
with Synton Electronics - the manufac-
turer of the well-known Syntovox
vocoders. Some very profitable dis-
cussions with these specialists led to the
circuit described here: a vocoder, de.
signed specifically for home construc-
tion.
The comber of channels (frequency
bands in the analyser and wnthesiser
sections) is limited to ten, for several
good reasons. That number is adequate
for bood music reproduction and good
'speech' intelligibility; furthermore, it is
a reasonable compromise between per-
formance and price. Admittedly, a

twenty -channel version sounds better,
more 'detailed', but, in practice, the
improvement is not often worth the
vastly wearer cost and complexity
required. Not only do you need twice
as many filters: they must also be much
'Weeper' (approximately 50 dB/octavel
and this requires careful design and
expensive components. Usually, strict
selection of components is neccessary
for this type of filter - not a very feas-
ible proposition for the average amateur.
For a ten -channel vocoder, on the

other hand, 24 dB/octave filters can be
used. These are not nearly as complex
and - even more important -quite
reliable results can be obtained without
having to resort to exotic components
or test equipment.
For that matter, reliability was an
important factor in the design of the
whole circuit - not only the filters.
Wherever possible, the circuit is set up
so that component tolerances and
wiring will not affect the operation;
furthermore, a larger number of adjust-
ment points are included than is normal
in professional equipment By this
means, good results can be obtained
without the component selection
normally required.
Two features are deliberately omitted
from the basic version: spectrum
analysis and a voiced/unvoiced detector.
The reason is obvious: although ad.
mittedly useful, these features are also
expensive! However, the design does
provide the option of adding them at a
later date, and it is quite likely that we
will be publishing suitable designs in
the near future. For the present,
however, we will do without One little
gimmick is included: ten LEDs, one for
each channel, give an indication of the
varying spectrum of the speech signal.
Not that it has much practical use - but
it doesn't cost anything, either.
What does it all cost? An important
consideration, for most people! From a
quick look at figures 3 ...6 it is

apparent that there are quite a few
components in a vocoder. In plain
language: it's crawling with opamps. To
make matters worse, a lot of p.c. boards

_L _L _L _L _L 1 _Ln n n n n r
# * * * * * * * * *TTT TTT TTTT

/ Nun 1. Mock diagram of Me Eloktor vocoder.
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Figure 2. Bloch diagram of one filter unit.

Table I

hand -pact filter frequency
num.r r :Ven c y range

C. C. C11

BPF 1 265 Hz 210 320 82 n 220 n 33 n 330 n

BPF 2
BPF 3

390 Hz
550 Hz

320. 460
460 - 640

56 n
33 n

150 ri
100 n

22n
1511

220n
150 n

BPF 4
BPF 5

800Hz
1200Hz

640- 860
860-1440

27n
18n

68n
07n

10n
.18

100n
58n

81.6
BPF 7

1770 Hz
2850 Hz

1440 - 2100
2100  3200

12n
.2

47 n
47 rt

6n8
5n8

68n
68n

BPF 8 3630 Hz 3200-4600 .6 07 n 6n8 68n

Table 1. In figure 3, the .ues of copecitms Cl ... C11 must be selected from this table.

go trito a unit of this kind -and they
are not nearly as cheap as we would
like. All in all, our estimate of the total
cost works out at somewhere in the
region of E 100. A lot of money for a
home construction project-but very
heap fora good vocoder, like this one.

What's in the box?
A block diagram of the vocoder is

given in figure 1. The upper half is the
analyser section, and the lower half is
the synthesiser.
Let's take a look at the analyser first.
The microphone signal is passed to
suitable preamplifier. Although not
shown in the block diagram, the sensi
tivity of this input is adjustable over
a wide range, so that it can also be
used as a line input from an external
microphone preamp. The preamplifier
is followed by a buffer stage that
includes bass cut, with a roll -off below
approximately 30 Hz.
The output from the buffer stage is fed
to the filters that split it into fre-
quency bands. Ten filters, correspond-
ing to ten bands. Not all equal, however.
Taken together, the filters cover the
whole audio band, from about 30Hz
to 16 kHz, but the first filter ilowpassl
and the tenth thigh -pass) take care of
a disproportionately large part of the
spectrum. The low-pass filter covers
the range from 30 Hz to 200 Hz; the

3

Fipure 3. The complete cit.. of one handy.. filter unit.
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high.pass is for everything above 4600
Hz. The central range, from 200 Hz to
4600 Hz, is most important for speech;
it is divided into eight bands by the
remaining filters.
Each filter is followed by a precision
rectifier and a low-pass filter. The latter
is not shown, as such, in the block -
diagram - it is taken as an essential part
of the rectifier stage. Obviously: for a
vocoder, we are not interested in rapid
fluctuations of the speech signal or
remaining half- or full -wave rectified
frequency components, what we went
is the general level trend for each
frequency band.
The first stage in the synthesiser section
is also a preamplifier, for the carrier
signal Mistime. Once again, it is followed
by a buffer stage-similar to the one
in the analyser. From here, the signal
is passed to the filters; these are iderm
ical to the first group. The output of
each filter goes to a voltage -controlled
amplifier (VCA). Each VCA receives
its control voltage from the correspond-
ing filter and rectifier in the analyser
section. The output signals from all
ten VCAs are summed; the total signal
is passed to the output buffer stage.
Finally, about all those dotted lines.
In both the analyser and the equaliser
section, the link between the input
preamplifier and the following buffer
stage is caught cut, to create the

possibility of adding a voiced/unvoiced
detector at a later date. What happens
is that both outputs and both inputs
are brought out to a connector; from
there, they run along a bus board to
a further connector (intended for the
detector); along the way, the copper
tracks are deliberately bridged so that
each amplifier output is connected to
the corresponding buffer input. When a
voiced/unvoiced detector is to be added,
the bridge between the tracks must be
broken.
Furthermore, the connection between
each rectifier output and the correspond-
ing VCA control input is shown as a
dotted line. These points are brought
out to sockets on the front panel. This
has the advantage that it is now possible
to deliberately connect some or all of the
outputs to the 'wrong' VCAs, for
special effects. This will be discussed
later, in greater detail, when we come to
'using the vocoder'.
For the moment, we are more interested
in the electronic details of the various
sections shown in the block diagram.
Time for the circuits.

The circuits
A modular construction was chosen for
the vocoder, as we will see later on. The
various circuit sections are mounted
on separate printed circuit hoards.
Twelve in all: one for the supply, one

for the input amplifiers and buffers plus
the summing amplifier and output
buffer, and one so-called filter unit
board. This contains one complete
section, as shown enclosed in dotted
lines in figure 1: two complete high-,
low or baadpass filters with the as-

sociated rectifier and VCA. A more
detailed block diagram of one filter unit
is given in figure 2.
Since the circuit of the complete
vocoder is rather too extensive to
swallow in one gulp-ten that matter,
it would be virtually impossible to print
on a single magazine page - it is easier
to deal with each circuit section separ.
ately. First the central building block
of the vocoder: the filter unit In
particular, the band-pass filter version,
as it appears eight times with only
minor component value changes.

The band-pass filter
The circuit is given in figure 3. Those
who may have felt that we were exag-
gerating when we said that the complete
circuit was so extensive, should be
having second thoughts by now. All of
these components represent just one
filter unit -- and there are ten of them
in our vocoder.
The band-pass version shown here is

required eight times. Each one takes
care of its own band in the total range
1200 Hz ... 4600 Hz), and this is ob.

4

Figure 0. The low.pess 1 liter unit.
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Figure 5. The hit.pese filter 5n5,

viously reflected in the component
values. In particular, the values of
capacitors Cl Cll. Table 1 gives the
correct values for the bandpass filters
BPF1 BPFS, with the resultant
centre frequency of each filter.
On talking a closer look at the circuit
given in figure 3, it is not too difficult
to recognise the various sections that
make up the block diagram shown in
figure 2. First, let's pin down the in.
and outputs. Points 'a and 'b' are the
filter inputs for the analyser filter
(speech) and synthesiser filter (carrier).
respectively: is the signal output -
the output of the VCA, in other words.
Point is the control voltage output
from the rectifier (more properly, from
the final low-pass filter) in the analyser:
Vc out; 'e is Me control voltage input,
Vc.in, for the VCA in the synthesiser.
P. fend A2, with associated components,
make up the band-pass filter in the
analyser section. An identical configure
cation, using AS and A7, does the same
job in the synthesiser. The precision
rectifier is constructed around A3 and
A4; it is followed by the low-pass filter.
using A9. Finally, A10 is the VCA.
Admittedly, there are a few more
opamps-but these will be discussed
later.
One thing is very obvious: them are a
lot of opamps in this circuit. Not only
in this one, for that matter - the whole
vocoder is opamp-based. The main
reason for this is to keep the circuit as
simple as possible - using transistors,

It would really become messy ... For-
tunately, the high -quality opamps that
are readily available nowadays are quite
suitable for audio work.
Most of the opamps used in this filter
unit are JFET-input types. There are
four of them in a T1-084. Another
possibility is to use a 4741 - with the
added advantage that its current con.
surnption is lower. Both of these types
have been used in previous Elektor
designs, with good results, and avail-
ability should not be a problem. They
cost about one pound each. A common.
or.garden 741 is also used in the circuit
and- for the VCA-en OTA, type
CA3080. Quite familiar to Elektor
readers!
The band-pass filters are of a fairly
well-known type: in both sections, two
so-called Rauch filters are connected in

cascade. The slightly different co
ponent values for the first and second
filter in each pair ensure that a slightly
'flattened' top is obtained for the total
filter characteristic, instead of the sharp
peak that a single filter would give. Each
filter gives a slope of 12 dB/octave, so
that two in cascade provide the desired
24 dB/act. In passing, it is perhaps
interesting to note that the slope of any
properly -designed filter can be estimated
by counting the 'active' capacitors and
multiplying by 6. A single filter in this
circuit contains two capacitors, making
for 12 dB/octave.
Back to the circuit In the analyser
section, the band-pass filter is followed

by two opamps in a fun -wave rectifier
circuit (A3, A4, DI, 02) and an RC
network (R30 and C9) to take care of
the worst of the ripple. An active low-
pass filter (A91 does the bulk of the
smoothing. It is a good idea to tailor
the low-pass filter to suit the frequency
range selected by the preceding band-
pass filter. For this reason, C9, C10 and
C11 are given different values for each
section, as listed in Table 1.
The no -signal DC component in the
Vc out control voltage should be zero,
in 'the ideal case. For this reason, an
offset adjustment (preset PI) is included
for A9. The LED indication of the
'speech spectrum' that was mentioned
earlier is obtained by using the same
control voltage to drive a LED (D3) via
a transistor (T1).
In the synthesiser section, the first
two opamps (A5 and A7) are used in
the same filter configuration as that in
the analyser. Then the VCA, for which
an OTA (A10) is used. Since an OTA
(Operational Transductance Amplifier)
is basically a current.controlled amplifier
- not voltagthcontrolled - a minor tin
cult atension is needed. The control
voltage from the analyser section
(Vc' in) is buffered (AB) and then fed
to a voltage -to -current converter: AB
and T2. Basically, this is a voltage,
controlled current source; variations of
the control voltage, Vc, are converted
into variations in the bias current fm
the OTA (at pin 5 of A10). P4 is used to
seta threshold value for this current -
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6a

.-0

Figure ea. NI.aphoneeine 'speech' input amplifier.

6b

sacyar

fliers en. Line barrier' input amplifier.

the calibration procedure will be de-
scribed later. The same applies for the
calibration of P2, this adjustment is

included to balance the input differential
amplifier in the OTA -a necessary
precaution to prevent the bias current
variations breaking through to the
output, in the absence of a 'carrier'
signal.

Low- and high-pass filters
Figures 4 and 5 both bear a strong
resemblance to the circuit given in
figure 3. This is hardly surprising: the
only real difference between the band-
pass filter units (figure 31, the low-pass
(figure 4) and the high-pase filter unit
(figure 5) is the actual filter circuit. And
even there, the difference is marginal.
Both the low- and high'pass filters are
standard variants on the well-known
Sallen & Key filter. As before, two
sections are connected in cascade to
obtain atotal filter slope of 24 dB/octave
(four capacitors, remember?). The cut-
off point for the low-pass filter is set at
200 Hz; for the high.pass filter, this is

4600 Hz.

In- and output module
The remainder of the vocoder proper is
shown in figure 6: the in- and output
circuits, These are all mounted on one
p.c. board.
For these sections, good signal-to'noise
ratio and drive capability are extremely
important. The 'ideal' opamp for this
job is the illustrious TOA1034 (or
NE5534). If availability is a problem,
an LF 357 can be used as a (temporary)
replacement - although the signal-to-
noise ratio will suffer.
The speech input circuit is given in
figure 6a. Opamp A31 is used as a very
low -noise microphone preamp. The
voltage gain can be set between xl and
x1030, for any input sensitivity between
10 mV and 7.7 V. The input impedance
is roughly equal to 101,11, and in prac-
tice microphones with almost any im.

6c pedance can be used. A line input is also
provided, suitable for signals from an
external microphone preamplifier; in
this case, the gain leant to about x12.
The output horn A31 is brought out,
via the bus board, to a spare connector;
from there, it cornea back to the sen-
sitivity control P13. As mentioned
earlier, this is done to offer the possi-
bility of adding a voiced/unvoiced
detector at a later data. The sensitivity
control is followed bye buffer/amplifier
stage, A32. By adding C54 and C55, this
stage also serves as an active rumble
filter. Output .a' from A32 is connected
to all ten inputs 'a' on the filter units.
Figure 65 is the 'carrier' input circuit.

e L1.01
lee

MOM e. The sensitivity control, P14, is followedtall=1C18 -TIMM. Vby an input preamplifier with a gain
of approximately x10 (A33). As before,
the signal then loops around the spare
connector; finally, A34 is used as a

reface lec. Output amplifier. combined buffer/amplifier/active base -

outfitter - identical to the one in figure
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6a. Output is again connected to all
ten inputs on the filter unit boards.
The outputs of all filter boards (point

in fipores3,4 and 51 are all connected
to input in figure to: the input of the
summing amplifier. The first stage
(A35, an LM301I is followed by an
output level control (P151 and an out.
Put buffer stage lA361. A TDA1034 is
used for this final stage, for the same
reasons given earlier (low noise and high
output drive capability). The nominal
(line) output level of the vocoder is

approximately 700 mV, the output
impedance is very low (a few ohms) due
to the negative feedback: the effect of
0134 is cancelled (this resistor is

included for stability and short-circuit
protection).

What's to come?
The power supply circuit, printed
circuit boards and parts lists are still
outstanding. Then, of course, construe.
tional details and calibration procedure.
Quite a lot, all told, but we hope to
squeeze it all in next month.
What else? An article on 'using a

vocoder' is scheduled, and there are
plans for extending the LED indication
- little more than a gimmick in the
present design-so that the vocoder
can be used as a simple spectrum
analyser. A very useful extension.
The further plans are rather more vague,
but we certainly hope to do something
about the voiced/unvoiced detector and
associated noise generator in the not-
too.d istant future. One thing is for sure.
we haven't heard the last of vocoders
yet - not by a long chalk!

Elektor, April and May 1978: Vocoders.
Elektor, December 1979: Vocoders
today.
Elektor, December 1979: Toppreamp.

The electronic speech distorter, de.
scribed last month as 'Talk funny', is
quite a nice little circuit. On second
thoughts, it seemed a pity that the
p.c. board was not available via the
EPS service - but that is easily
remedied.
While 'cleaning up' the layout given as a
suggestion last month, all wiring
between switches, potentiometers etc.
was included on the board. This means
that these components can be wired
direct to the board, the drawing given as
figures in the original article can be
ignored,
One final point: it is advisable to
increase the value of P4 to 47 k (50 lc),
as shown in the parts list below. N

Panelist

Resistors:
01.3k9
 . 07k
1:13,138 - 1 k

Ca -556k
R6 -100k
136 . 2k2
e n - 220 ft
RS 100k
P1.100 k log
PP - 470 01500 Al Pr..
P3. 4k7 15 k/ preset
PO .97 k 160 10 prem.
PS -10k lin

Capacitors:
CI,C7.100n
C2,C3- 2R2/10 V
CO .10 (not obit!)
C5.15n
C6 .1g/10 V

Semiconductors:
IC1 - B8221:16CP
TI - BC 1090, BC 5490,

or
DI  DUBKN

Switches:

S1,5253,55. single -pole

SO - single -pole, =OM
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new bus
board for
mieropmeessors

In most microprocessor systems, the
various subsections are interconnected
via a bus board. The Elektor SC/MP
system is no exception; its bus board
(P.C. board no. EPS 9857) is designed
to take up to three plug-in c.d..
The trouble with microprocessor systems
is that they grow... If several memory
cards are to be used in the SC/MP
system, when including N 18L.E for
example, even two bus boards may not
provide enough space. For this reason, a
new bus board has been designed. As
can be seen, it is the same size as the old
one - but it will fit five cards instead of
three. The two additional connectors
are midway between the three original
connector positions. This makes for
easier up -dating of an existing SC/MP
system, certainly from the mechanical
point of view.
At the same time, the wiring between
adjacent bus boards has been simplified.
At the left-hand end of the board,
contact rows a and c have been trans.
posed (note that this means that no
connector should be mounted at this
point!) so that the interconnection
between two bus boards can now be
done with wire links, with very little
danger of short circuits between the a
and 0 s. The same VIAes
when connecting the bus board to the
supply: here, too, the criss-crossing of
wire links is avoided.
The new bus board 9 supplied under
no. EPS 80024.
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modern methods of voltage regulation

modern methods of
voltage regulation

how to use switching
voltage regulators

For optimum performance, it is
desirable that good voltage
regulators are used in modern
electronic systems. Usually, these
regulators are of the conventional
type based on the series pass
transistor. These present few
problems either in design or
manufacture; however, they are
not noted for their efficiency.
This has led to an increasing trend
to the use of switch -mode power
supplies which are far more
efficient. In this article we take a
look at the advantages and
disadvantages of switching
regulators from a practical point
of view.

In conventional power supply circuits
the series pass transistor is operated in a
linear mode at a point someway
between the two extremes, cutoff and
saturation. The transistor acts as a

variable resistor and will dissipate
relatively large amounts of power due to
the voltage dropped across it. Power
dissipation will increase proportionally
with in in load current or input/
output voltage differential. This is the
major disadvantage of conventional
voltage regulators.
In contrast, the transistor in a switching
power supply circuit is operated only at
cutoff or saturation, it is either full on
or fully off. Thew are the optimum
working conditions fora transistor. As
we all know, efficiency is the ratio
between output and input power. In
general, a voltage regulator based on the
series pass transistor will seldom reach
rn efficiency of 50%, whereas switching
egulators can reach a figure of 75%

land sometimes even higher). This may
not seem revolutionary, but a closer
look will reveal its true value.
Take a power supply unit designed for a
10 Watt 15 V, 2 Al output. With an
efficiency of 60% the input power
requirement is 20 Watts - twice that of
the output. The difference between the
two, 10 W, is dissipated by the circuit.
For the same power unit, but using a

switching regulator with an efficiency of
75%, the diwipation works out to be
3.3 W, an improvement of 300%l This
enables the use of a much smaller
heatsink and a transformer of about two
thirds the size of that in a conventional
system.

The other side of the coin
Compared with conventional regulators,
it must be admitted that the beauties of
the switching system are marred by a
few blemishes. The output ripple is
considerably higher Imaybe some tens
of millivolts) and their response to load
surges is more sluggish. The circuitry
can produce hissing or whistling sounds
and, moreover, are prone to the radiation
of RF interference due to the fast
switching process. This, of course, may
have adverse effects on other parts of
the system. The efficiency of switch.
mode power supplies relies to a large
extent on the switching speed and,
therefore, 'fast' transistors (and diodes
for that matter) are necessary. The
selection of these devices has to be
made very carefully with due regard to
parameters. Suitable types are manufac.
tuned for this specific purpose but
they are expensive. One other cause of
concern, especially to amateurs, is the
need for an inductor - and a special one

Photograph 1. A slightly unorthodox
prewntation of Theitcuiti Still, it should be
clear enough. circuit will supply 5 A at
5 V.

Figure 1. BIOLIC wit...tic diagram fora switching regulator. S represents an electronic switch,
such as a fast switching transistor. Inductor L stores energy as long as S is closed, to reuse it
when S opens.
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at that. Some nones are included on this
later in the text.
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How do switching regulators
work?
There are two basic types of switching
power supply currently in use. A block
schematic diagram of the simpler
version is shown in figure 1. The regu-
ator control circuit differs from normal
in that the solid state switch, S, either
switches output power on croft without
consuming energy. The circuit also
features a 'swinging inductor and a
diode whose function will become clear
further on.
The principle illustrated in figure 2
would approach the ideal. Here, the
mains voltage is directly rectified and
applied to a switching circuit fitted with
a regulator system so as to produce an
alternating current of controlled voltage
at a frequency much higher than the
mains. This regulated voltage is reduced
to the required output level and then
rectified and smoothed. The transformer
in this case is a ferroxcube power
transformer designed to operate at high
chopping frequencies, about 25 kHz for
example, and is much smaller than a
conventional mains transformer with a
similar power rating.
It should be noted at this point that in
practice switching regulators do not use
a symmetrical squarewave, but rather a
controlled waveform normally set at a
6 1 duty cycle - this being found
most efficient.

Free extras
Switching systems are capable of
providing more than just stepped down
positive voltages. They can also produce
negative outputs, but a real gain over
conventional systems is their ability to
provide higher output voltages than the
input( This offers the possibility of
deriving a number of positive and
negative outputs front a single source by
using different regulator circuits.
Figures 3, 4 and 5 illustrate the
principle and show that the components
used are identical, only the configuration
differs.

Circuit description
Figures 3a and 3b show the operation of
a step-down voltage regulator. The
unregulated voltage is applied across the
input terminals Uin and the stabilised
output is produced across the load AL.
With switch S open, no input current
can flow and the full input voltage
appears across the switch contacts. With
S closed however (figure 3a), the full
input is applied across diode S (non-
conductive) and also appears at the
'high' end of inductor L. Although
initially the full voltage appears across
the inductor, the current through it will

2

Figure 2. An elegant configuration which eliminates bulky mens transformer by substituting
a small type with a special core operating at a much higher freer may. This design is not be

recommended for the amateur, tor safety reasons.

3

67 /1 /1 /ln
et10NNNN

Figure 3. The performance of a switching regulator is determined by the properties of inductor
Carrrenn through inducton are persistent, like voltages across capacitors.
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only increase exponentially to charge
capacitor C2 and raise the output
voltage. As soon as the output voltage
across RL and C2 rises to a predate,
mined level, S is made to re -open and
block the input current (figure 3b). The
current through L will not instantly
drop to zero. since. the stored magnetic
energy objects to being left in the
inductor; as shown by the arrows in
figure 3b, thecurrent now flows through
D (conductive in this direction) continu.
ing to charge C2 and feed RL.
When the current supplied by L drops
below the current taken by the load, C2
makes up the difference and, by losing
its charge, lowers the output voltage. As
soon as the output drops below its
predetermined limit, the switch will
close and the first cycle will be repeated.
To assist those readers who want more
precise information, the graphs of
figure 3c sketch the various current and
voltage waveforms in she circuit.
A number of manufacturers are now
producing integrated circuits designed
specifically for switch -mode power
supplies.
A typical example is represented in
photograph 1. This 5 volt 5 amp regu-
lator features a Fairchild SH 1605
integrated circuit and only five other
omponents. A few performance details
re worth noting;

Input: between 12 and 18 V;
Maximum output: 50,6 A;
Minimum output current: 1 A;
Ripple: 100 mV;
Efficiency: 70%

Polarity reversal
By a slight change of the configuration
(including reversing the diode), the
regulator circuit can be made to reverse
the polarity of the input voltage.
Figure 4 shows how this is done using a
Texas TL 497 IC.
The operating principle should now be
familiar: magnetic energy is gathered in
inductor L during the period that S is
closed. Once S opens, L generates a
current that charges C2 to a negative
voltage via the diode D. When C2 is
charged to the required amount S closes
and off we go again.

Voltage step-up
The circuits described so far step the
input voltage down or reverse its
polarity. However, as mentioned earlier,
switching regulators are also capable of
.stepping the voltage up. Figure 5
illustrates the principle of operation.
With switch S closed, current can only
flow through the inductor L. When S
opens however, a large voltage is induced
It L which charges up capacitor C2 via
the diode D. Once the voltage across C2
is sufficiently high, the switch is made
to close again.
A practical circuit using the Fairchild sreridenew output.

µA 78540 is also shown in figure 5. This

4

5004,1 Sa

Figure 4. Reverse.polerity output. at voltages higher or lower than the l4Put ae.obtaoao.ettat
this ceoriguration.

5

TINCAL11111,601.11104110=

Figure 5. This cord igoration supplies regulator outputs at volts, higloor than the rectified
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component, like the previously
mntioned Texas IC, can be used in all
threee basic configurations, namely, step-
down, reversal and step-up.
From a 10 V input, this circuit can
supply 160 mA at 25V with an ef-
ficiency of 79%. The pA 78640 permits
currents as high as 1.5 A to be handled.
The corresponding output current is
half this amount i.e. 750 mA. It must be
noted however, that the internal diode
ID1) cannot carry more than 300 mA.
The performance can be extended, of
course, by fitting an external diode and
switching transistor.

More technical data
Only a few applications of the integrated
circuits have been discussed. The list of
literature at the end of this article refers
to manufacturers' data sheets, for
readers who wish to design their own
equipment.

A few hints
The construction of a switching regu-
lator is similar, to a certain degree, to
the construction of high frequency
circuits. The steep switching edges and
the consequent high frequency contents
demand considerable care. It is impera-
tive that those conductors which carry
switched currents are as short as

possible. The circuitry must be grounded
at one single point only.
The output capacitor principally deter-
mines the output ripple and tantalum
types recommended as being
preferableare for the high frequencies
involved. As an alternative to a single
large capacitor, the total capacitance
required can be made up from ordinary
electrolytic types connected in parallel.
Some further improvement can be
gained by using capacitors intended for
working voltages of twice the output
voltage.
Unfortunately the majority of common
rectifier diodes are unsuitable. This
same rule applies to the switching
transistor: if not fast enough, the
semiconductors will dissipate excessive
heat, reducing regulator efficiency.

Inductor construction
most amateur COnStrUCtOre prefer to
steer clear of the problems associated
with coil design and construction.
Although ready-made inductors are now
available, it is sometimes unavoidable
that the hobbyist himself has to calculate
and construct the inductors required.
Fortunately, this is not too difficult;
even so, some suggestions may be
useful.
The inductors in question are usually
wound on ferroxcube c such as
Siemens N27 or Philips 3C6,ors, which suit
the purpose owing to their low losses at
the high frequencies involved, some 20
to 50 kyle.

6
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Fure A This graph specil ies the safe amount of transferable power as a function of the
If

ig
erroecubel core sire of an i duct°r.

To simplify calculation, only two design
parameters will be treated, namely, the
permitted core field strength and the
inductance required. The graph of
figure 6 specifies the safe amount of
transferable power as a function of the
inductor core size. For field strengths
beyond a safe value the inductance
decreases with consequent excessive
current through the inductor. This
'unsafe' current will not only rapidly
destroy the switching transistor and the
rectifier diode, but also cause the
output voltage to rise dangerously. For
these reasons, it is important to use
cores of generous section. The graph
indicates that a pot core of 30 mm
diameter can handle as much as 30 W.
Having decided upon the core section,
the desired inductance c now bean
obtained. To this end, the AL inductance
parameter must be found. This is
function of the type of magnetic
material, the core section and the
magnetic gap, and is given by the

anufacturer. In most cases it is possible
to settle on parameters that permit a
convenient number of turns, such as 50
or 100, to be wound. A small number
may seem to be more conveent, but
should be discouraged since if leads to
higher inductor losses. Optimum eh
ficiency is obtained by using the thickest
wire consistent with completely filling

le core.The

resultant inductance is equal to the
AL parameter figure expressed in
nanohenries multiplied by the square of
the number of turns. Fora core with an,
AL of 400 Mil and a desired inductance
of 300 µI-1 this works out at

3T71.77._ 27 furor.
400 r
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an invit tion to investigate, improve aM
implement imperfect but interesting idms

There are several possible applications
for the self -oscillating PWM system
described in Elektor 53, September
1979. Two interesting examples are
discussed in this article: an interference
suppressor and a multi -channel volume
control. The interference suppressor
(a sort of 'spike trap, really) is
.tremely effective; the volume control
has the advantage of good tracking
between almost any number of channels.

The type of interference we are interested
is the typically ,pikeY. sharp spikes at
reNtively long intervals, often at much higher
level than the desired signal. This type M
interference Is usually caused by electric
sparks -inn electric motors, ignition systems,
or even lightning. It is usually difficult tO
suppress properiy, bemuse the high levels at
high frequencies tend to overload receivers,
musing a kind of intermodulatIon distortion.
Normal selective filtering isn't much help with
h type f terf , I th peon.
emends from almost DC up to 200 MHz or
m. Even .4311 Me components above the
audio range are removed, an interference
pu. remains within the audio band -even il

chmplitude, width and slew rate have
anged.

ective suppression is possible however, if
the spikes are shorter than half the period
time of the highmt wan. frequency (see
figure ITTuring the 'spike T,, the
signal pathmn M interrupted:the interference

.Ise is blocked. So is the signal, of court
If igure MI: but lowpasstiltering at the output
will clean it up again Ili 2b1- basica.,
this is the same principle as samplieg.
A better way of filling the 'hole. where the
spike was is to keep the signal level constant
for the duration of the spike. This could be
done by using a sempl.M.hold circuit in the
signet path. aM arrange for the sampling
pulses to be interrupted briefly when an
interference spike is detmted.
This idea is illustrated M figure 2c. Better still
would be to draw a straight line between the
signal values before an fter the be as

shown in figure 2d; buttsis would be rather
expensive, since some kind of delay line is

InnIn all cases, some way must be found to
detect the presence of Me interference pulse.
This is usually done by level detection: the
amplitude of really nasty spikes is greater
than that of the signal. Spikes at the same or
even lower level than the maximum signal
amplitude remain undetected.
There is another way to get rid of spikes: use
a circuit with a relatively low 9.1,1111 -just

Figure 1. In this case, the interface pulse is
assumed to desired: Men half Weanseriod
time of the gnal. This that it
can be removed, provided it can be demo.,

sufficient to pass the audio signal without any
distortMn. The sharp edges M the spikes will
be limited to the slew rate, and since they are
fairly shoes their amplitude will be drastically

uced. The advantage of this system is Matre
it deals with all interference spikes equally, no
matter what their level with respect to the
audio gnal. The disadvantage is thet the
spikes. re not suppress. completely - but
then, of course, the other systems als,a leave
some kind of bump or dip where the spike
was. A further disadvantage of many slewcate
Wrtems is that Mey ere asYmmetti.: thee
react in a ddferent way to omit., and
n.atiVe-86n8 spikes
The settoscillating PWM sy.rn described in
the recent September issue can be used es Me
basis fora slew,. interfere.. suppressor, as
Mown in figure 3. As long as the PWM ampli
fier, At, is not overloaded (by an Input sig.
with high amplitude and/or frequency), the
output signal up will follow the input signal

with one difference: the output signal
cInopnus o es o apr ng the

tstgnal TheMputppt 000
xmniy

vary
by one step for each penocl of the internal
cl.k sign.
This type of system will work best for short
interference spikes, as illustrated in the plots
in figure 3. The longer the spike with respect
to the in nal clock period, the more pro-
nounced itster effect will . in thelire) output
signal.
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The circuit
The circuit shown in figure 4 is a practice, 3
illustration of the principle described above.
It is intended sppifically for reducip .
interference from car ignition systems when
listening to a VHF -FM car radio.
The input signal is first amplified 1,11 to the
ievei required for the ee.hwid. Whom
proper (A2. A3). This system is most effective
for in signal levels between 3 V arid 6 V
peakwoweak. The frequency of the internal
clock signal is set by P2i 1 or use in a VHF,FM
stereo radio, the 'clock' frequency should be
at least 106 kHz to avoid raliasirog'. This is the
rams principle, once again, as sampling: the
clock frequency Crampling rate') must Set
least twice Me highest signal 1 requency
(53 kHz in an FM -stereo system).
However, the circuit becomes less effective as
the clock frequency is increased, as described
earlier. For this reason, it has proved better in
practice to sat the internal clock f requency to
38 kHz. If a stereo signal is present, the clock

2

Figure 2.. rting from a signal with two
Port inrarference spikes, and aesuming that
these spikes can P detected, the possibilities

seeehesine there are es follows)
interrup the signal path for the duration
of ...spikes. This leaves a pp.

b) as al, with the addition of some kind
of integr tion la low-pass filter, for

instance) to fill It, gap.
cl in this case, Me signal 1,61 remains

constan for the .ratIon of the spike,
Crying a flat portion. This signal will look
much hem after integration than the
previPs examples,
dl 08,13 .009, but very PPP. I ara sign.t

levels before end after the spike ere
compared, and  straight-line interpolation
between them is Inserted. This requires some
kind of analog .1, line, since Pe circuit
Pinot provide en Pput signal until atter
the pi..

Figur 3. Block diagram of the MP interference suppressor. Th signal level prow Pe
capacitor pn only vary in naps. A brief spike can never increase the level bY mere Men one
step. As the width of Pe spike increases. It can 'run over' several steps so that it becomes more
and 1110a. noticeable.

4

ICPAI-Arle71.08.

Filters O. Complete circuit of an intarlerenee raciness°, for VHF -FM 1.1.2 shortweavel
receivers.
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will wnchronise to sulmarrier (to the
199110 Pilot tone lob. precise); aliasing now 5
results in partial demodulation of the star.-
dif ference component, instead of producing u)00
nasty distortion.
The output signal level is set W PS to dote
spond to the original input level.
The optimum setting of PI, P2 and P3 is a
compromiw between interference suppession
and signal quality. If high quality music
reproduction is required, slightly less effective

interference suppression will have to be
tolerated; if only ltraffic) news mai itY'
needed, virtually cornplete suPPresS.
possible.
Note that the audio signal should be taken not ion of

tree" e..int in the receiver hnhere the de' 56091 losing an OTA, for Inttancel, a dynamic interference m no. suppressor can baemphasis network. If this is not possible, ;;),st.tqp.
existing de -emphasis network should be
removed; in the circuit given here, R9 and C6
provide the correct roll -off. 6
The wme circuit can also be used in Work
wave receivers. provided the IF bandwidth is
greater than the highest modulation fp.
quency. In practice, this means that the
circuit will lae suitable tor normal broadcast
band shortweve
Construction of the circuit is not critical.
When installing it, how.. it must be re-
alised that the internal clock signal is very rich
in harmonics. For this reason. the circuit rnust
be adequately screened.

Other applications and improvements
There is no reason why use of this WM
of interference suppressor should be limited
to audio systems. When you consider that an
acceptable TV picture wn be obta' ed 'th
only I ... 2 MHz bandwidth, it seems Wyk
ous to design a know plough' for TV re.
°Merv. However, Wis requires adequate
knowledge.. un.standing of the TV set in
question, to find We COrreCt pOint in the
circuit a. maintain correct level and ink
pedance matching.
Going back to the audio application, the
circuit wn be ...too. by arranging for the
clock frequency to be modified as required by
the input signal. This is illustrated in figure 6.
The clock frequency is controlled by the bias
current of an OTA lOperational
Transconductance mall ier/. This bias

61,66  'ATOM

Figure 6. Block diagram for a multi -channel volurne control. The control voltage Gm is
conmon to several of thew units; it varies all output !sods. with extremely good tracking.

dynamic nOiSe and interference suPPresto,

Multi -channel volume control
The basic cirCuit is given in igure 6. The
audio signal is convey. into a pulse -width
modulated signal, and this is used to drive an
electronic switch. When the switch, S, is

dosed, the voltage between points A and 8 is
zero. When the switch opens, on the other

7
16V

Figure 7. A practical circuit for the ...when. volume control. In this case,. additions
feature is added: an AC component superimposed on the sicoCuuolsoleult.geluvloeilIIee310
amplitude modulmion of the CHMuf nime,

hand, the voltage 0 .9.51 10 If Ill rfl2lxl1p.
The output voltage is there.° proportional
to the control voltage Up; if the same control
voltage is used for several channels the0 well
all back exactly. Very useful!
The control raoge depends on the c.racter-
istics W the electronic switch. Bo. breek
through Worn control Input to output) and
non.zero WM.' impedance Ithe saturation
voltage of a switching transistor, for instance)
will limit the maximum suppression obtain-
able.
A pactical circuit will illustra. the principle.
In figure 7, Al and A2 provide We PWM

TI is We electronic switch, and A3
sm.thes the output sig.I from the switch;
note that the amplitude at any given moment
is dation,tted by two signals: the PWM signal
Privet] from the input signal a. tW control
voltage Up.
To increaw the range of possible applications,
an additional feature is added. The control
voltage Old is also applied to the non.
inverting input of A3. Rapid fluctuations of
the control voltage will now lead to amplimle
modulation of the output signal.
Theca.. range. this circuit is equal to.

aol0000luo_OVIB

The distortion depends on the frequency of
the input signal and on the value of Up - the
latter, in particular, due to the poor switching

signal Mel of 1.8 V and an input freqUeuel,
of 6 kHz, a low control voltage of 0.12 V will
lead to approximately 16 distortion. Obvi-
ously this circuit can sit. W improv. or
simplif ied, depending on the intended appli
caron
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Portable partfolio system
The model 200 Pardo. s a unique folding
production bin system .ich offers up to
30 separate .mpartment over a width al
800 min, but which whe closed occupies
only 9200 mm cube. Ea. system 0 supplied
.mplete with compartment dividers and
labels, Each individual tray measures 135 x
g5 it mm.

The unit is light and robust and .n . folded,
stacked a. locked with all compartments
held securely in place. The Partt olio 200 is
available ex -stock from Toolrange and is one
example of the large range of electronic
production a. assembly aids featured in the
new Toolrange catalogue.
Toolmnpe Ltd.,

Upton Road,
Reading R0.3 AIR
Tel.: (0734)29446 or 22245

((Sane)

Dual variable operational
amplifiers
A new family of dual variable operation
amplifiers, the 0042200 Series from RCA
Solid S.te, .mbines two opereional trans-
condoc.nee amplifiers a $ingle wokans

rdfors sign... perform.. advantages
in parameters su. as output current, at..
fier matching, input offset voltage, band
width, slew rate, noise and reliability. The
two amplif iers are independent, differential-
inPot tlilaes, and the output is a current Pro-
portional to the differential input voltage and
the transconcluertance, which is programmable
via a separee in.t terrninal.
The amplif iers used in the CA3280G Seri.
are deigned so t.t the initial input offset
voltage is low 1500 AV maximum/ 554 5(010
little .riation flees than 500 /NI with
changes in programming current. Interdigi
tation, or cross -coupling, of critical portions
of the circuit reduces the amp. er depen-
dente on thermal and processing variables,
and the off.... drift with temperature
is only 5 µV/elegC maximum.
Ail characteristics of the two operational
tranSCOndliCtan. amplifiers used in .e
device are matched to within 58., and internal
currentdriven linearising dio.s reduce .e
external input current to an offset com-
ponent An additional advantage in the cir

suit deSkIn is that the differential amplifier

emilters are brought out for use in ernittem variable tirnebase models are available and dm
coupled dual differential amplif ier appli- NM. a. ineladiff a Phaff.Ched 1517o

cations. tac.mater with an input freq../ range
8.k output current can be as high as 650 AA from 2Hz to 200.. Other units cover inputs
. a bias current of 500 IA, and operating from DC to 100 kHz wi. a IOD mV MIS
bandwidth is 8Mtlo at a bias current of 1mA, sensitivity. Internal, precision 1 MHz crystal
Noise voltage is typically only 8 nVivrilli at oscillators assure a stable reference signal a.
1 k., a. total harmonic distortion is accurate timing. Tvp.accurecY is f 0,01
typically only 0.4%. t 1 count (±0:000% vi count for the phase-

locAted loop unit/.
The range of complementary digi. velocitY

' 4 Ik hi M MI"! '' LBITAIOW II Industrial awe, .A
ligtransducer includes opto and magnetic pick-
,' tYllos a. intro -red units. Many are avail-
able In boltdype mounting with a choi. of
metric or imperial threads.
Orbit Controls Limited,

. -Arrid '
Gloucester Road,

At is It he :

Chalmliam, Gloum 0051 8PL.
Tel.: 0242. 26608

114090)

Appli.tions for the CA3280G Series nclude
voitage-controlled amplifiers, voltageoon-
troll. f ilters, voltage -controlled
multipliers, demodulators, sample- a dffold
circuits, instrumentation amplifiers, function
generators, triangle/sine-Rove .nvertors,
comparators, a. audio preomPtif iers.
The device are suppli. in Ifflead dual. -
line plastic packages and are available with
operating temperature ranges of -55°C to
.125°C ICA3280AGi and 0°C Ia .70°C
(CO3080).
RCA Limited /Sold / SM.  Europa,
SunburyonThamm,
ligin'elleses, England.
Tel.: Sunburpon-Tharnes 8561(

11352 MI

Speed measurement system
Orbit Controls is marketing a complete speed
measuring system. It .mprises 11 types of
..ometer and over 30 different ki.s of
digi.I signal transducer.
The tachometers include both 9- and 6 -digit
types the can be used .r the accurate
measurement of frequency, speed, flow or
rates (or the ratio of two ffequencies, spe.s
or rates etc./. The ratiornetric riv.e is sele.ed
simPh/ by an internal svvitch. Pr.,. and

Two bubble memory development
kits
To enable engineers to learn how to use

magnetic bubble memories, GEC .mi.ncluc
tort ha. just announced two Intel kits. The
first is Bubb. Memory Prototype Sit b/Pit
85K-71 and the second is type iM8-100
1 Megabit Bubble Memory Development
Board.
1351,71 is the simplest kit. It basically cord
prises the Int. type 7110 1 Megabit bubble
men., with the .ndord drive semi.nduc
tors, a current pulse generator a. a for-
matter/sense amplifier. An that is needed to
make this a complete basic memory system
is an mpuffased controller a. a power
supply.
The kit is supplied with .rnplete documen-
cation which includes appli.tion information
on system interconnections and a complete
descri.ion of the necessary mpuffased con-
troller. The controller described uses an Intel
8085 5114 N enables the magnetic 500019
rnemory system to interface directly to a

Multibus and 3080/8085 APs.
The second 'kit' is a full development board
1118131000 containing not only the basic
memory and its dri. and formatting/sense
circuits, but also a complete controller to
Pro.45 the necessary I/O facilities and inter-
face to a Multibus. However, instead of .ing
a singlechip .1 controller it is made up with
separate sterard components.
The IMS-100 is complete (except for its
power supply) ass printed 0110111 0±04 911th
an 86 -pin doubledided edge connector. It
measures approximately 30 cm 112 in.1 long
by Ill]] 17 int wide and it has a depth of
1.95 cm (0.57 in.l.
A set of programs for exercising the 1.131 00
is supplied on a double density diskette for
use on an Intellec micr.omputer develop.
rnent system with ISIS -II.
GEC Semiconductors
East Lana, Wembley,

Miehilasax, HA. 7PP.
Tel.: 018049308

(134001
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DIL switch covers
An optinlly clear nylon dust cover is now
available for Erg DIL switches. These tough,
dust.proof covers form a 1 km snapon fit to
OIL switches types 5058, 3004 a. SOC.,
The mem of individual switches may ba seen
at a glance, and the covers also act as a simple
but effemive security measure in Preventing
accidental movement of any switch member.

bkok° Soo"

The Erg DIL svvitch covers are obtainable in
pacM of 10. Other colours are available to
order, and covers with legends or Other
Printing nn also be supplied.
Erg Components Ltd.,
Luton Road,
Dunstan., Beds LUS

0582 -.62241

11357 M1

100 MHz oscilloscope
A new high-performance oscilloscope from
Gould Instruments Division. the Gould
Advance 053600. is The company's first
owillomope to break the 100 MHz bandwidth
barrier. Featuring a new compact case design,
we are told that it can withstand the most
exacting working environments, particura.
in fieldservice applications. The new instru
ment is also available with an optional digital
measuring unit, the 1303010, which makes it

mm9WW measuring system for a wide
range of analogue and digital aPPlieatio.
The 053600 is a dualmhan. instrument
vv. a maximum sensitivity of 22,V/37,7.
The full 100 MHz bandwidth is available
frorn 5 mV/cm, and the 2 mV/cm sensitivity
is maintained up to 85 MHz. A high -writing.
speed cethoderay tube Mth 16 kV overall
...Ming Potential gives bright, clnr trans
at sweep speeds 27757 75 5 ns/cm, and s&nals
of low repetition rate and short transition
times can be viewed with relative ease. m

Main and delayed timebase controls are

completely independent for ease of use a.
non.ambiguity. A X10 expansion facil.
gives a maximum sweep sPen ef ^slum Mr
highresolution timing measurements. An
alternate timer,. display facility is available,
which allows detailed measurements to be
ma. using the delayed time.se Mile still
rnaintaining a relationship vvith the main

wm.M. men whm swan sPeeds are changed.
A comprehensive selection of trigger..
modes means that the 033600 nn trigger on
the most complex waveforms. A variable
trigger hold -off control allows the trigger to
be disabled by up to one tram length to
facilitate triggering of a complex waveform
Mat hm no wpm. elmc. or Mager Min
In addition to Me normal range of vertical
display modes, a pushbuttorloStuated triggep
view facility is incorporated. This allows
continuous display of Me trigger signal
simulwnerawly with one or both of the input
channe/s, e. with an external trigger signal
it effectively provides a third channel with a
sensitWity of either 50 mV/cm or 0.5 V/cm.
Other standard features on the omilloscope
include a calibrend delay vernier control,
Mnnl' warning lightsonalivariable gainnweela
controls, a trace location Wain, an internal
illuminated °reticule, versatile X.1. display
facilities, a. the ability to cain out differen.
tial arnplitu. measurements.
The optional DM3010 memuring unit
consists of a 30digit multimeter which can
be used completely independently of the

omilloscope for measuring Mc. voltage.
current a. resistance. It can also be used in
conjunction Mth the 053800 for accurate
measurements of signal amplitude, time
interval a. frequency. Timing relationships
nn be measured to within t 146. in most
cases.

The Gould Advance 033600 carries the
Gould 2 -year guarantee.

Gould instruments Division,
Roebuck Road, Hainault, Essex.
Telephone: 01.5001000

11388 MI

Vacuum fluorescent display digital
frequency meter
A new LCD frequency meter offering the
advantages of the wide enviromental capabili-
Or of a VF (van571 fluorescent) display is

now available Korn Ambit.
As well as all usual received freq...
options, with IF offsets for all AM/FM
standards, the direct cOunt capability of this
unit make it an ideal workshop instrument.
Coverage extends trOm 10 kHz to 3.9999
032,7! to 39.999 MHz for A0 and short.
wave applications. plus to 399.99MHz in
VHF.
T. bright green dimlay is clearly visible over
approximately 20 feet, taking a.antage of
the generally improved visibility of green,
with the tendency of most people to see
digits as slightly blurr. - due to minor
vision defects such as myopia.
The unit is available with a suitable trans-
former for mains operation. or with a

DC/DC & AC converter for single rail 9 to
14 volt operation.
The mend board visible in the photograph
shows the input shaping a. prescalar board,
required for SW a. VHF functions.
Ambit International, Gresham Roark
&rentwood, Essex.
Telephone: 102771227050.

11397 01

Push-button thermocouple
selector unit
The Model )3508' is a new push-button
opera. thermocouple selector unit from
Comark housed in a miniature OlDwize panel
mounting case. lune increases.° flexibility
of the comPent's digital thermometers by
enabling one thermometer to be switched,
quickly and reliably, between up m seven
thermocouple sensors.
Twomire inputs are connected to terminal
strips ort the rear of the unit. These terminals
have been carefully positioned to rninimim
errors which can . mused by draughts on the
back panel. The 3508 seleMor unit has been
design. to . compatible with Type K

thermocouples. It is suPPried
with 0.5 rn of lead and a compatible plug for
connection to the measuring instrument.

A simple clip -on case is available, if required,
to convert the unit for bench top use. Also
available is a small, Mouble.clecked) hen.
cam to take the selector unit a. a thermo-
meter.

Coma. Ehmtronics Limited,
Rustington,
1,06,78.3112n, West Sussex BRIE .70.Z.
Telephone: 00062.71911

(130001
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Multi -purpose magnifier
A new inexpensive hut highly efficient
magnifier is announced by Combined Optical
Industries Ltd. Call. the Handstand, it can
. used as a handheld magnifier or it may .
inserted into a simple stand. leaving both
hands free.

The lens. Me wide rim protecting it a. the
flat handle are made as a single integral
mouldi. from a high-grade acrylic material,
which is Matternesistant and has a better light
transmittance than any glass lens. .s a
diameter of 96 mm lappoximately 4 Inches/.
Permitting both eyes to be u. to view
work. Magnification is about 2 times.

 5
T. supporting stand is a metal pressing
with a nontoxic nyloncoated grey finish,
The base lies flat on the table so that i does
not get in the way. The upright has two slots.
Inserting the magnifier handle into the lower
slot supports it at the correct focal distance
above work lying flat on the table, while
inserting it into the upper slot holds it at the
correct angle to view work held in the hands,
The COIL Ha.sta. was specially designed
for intrimm repairs, delicate assembry, close
inspection and similar work which would
oMerwi. give rim to eye strain
Combined Optical Industries Lre.
200 Bath Road, Slough, SL1 412W.

Miniature general purpose LEDs
A range of miniature genera, PurPose
has been introduced by 886 Relays Ltd.
The new L seri. are low cost general purpose
devices available as both panel mounting and
P... mounting types. They are available in
red, green or amber, and operate from 2 V
nominal supplies with a current drain of only
10 mA Imelf a. a NO. li9etim19 °sc..
of 50,000 hours.

As supplied in its basic p.b.c. mounting from,
Mese LEDs feature a very wide angle of
view of 120° to increase the range of visibility.
Attractive chrome finish panel mounting
Pees are fully shrouded and come compete
or. protective bezel plate, threaded screw
and fixing nut. For easy polarity iPntif Mation
and ease of insertion into p.c.d. holes. one
1.1 is supplied slightly longer than (heather.

/28 R Relays Ltd,
Temolreields Harlow 04120 2BG Essex,
Telephone) Harlow 1027E134561

11388 MI

VHF tunarhead
The range of VHF ...each stocked by
Ambit has been extended to include the
EF S804. This has been Prep. with
synthesised .nnol in mind, and can tune the
55,46 15755 of be. 2 FM188-108 MHz) with
only 2 to 8 V bias.
Usrng a wider range of tuning voltages,
coverage is possible from 88-136 MHz.
Custom made versions covering other portions
of VHF in the range 30-200 MHz are available
to special order.

The unit employs the very latest dual gate
MOSFETs, a. provid. an overall gain of
40dB with a 2-2 dB noise f igure. A pin di.e
AGC anenuator is used in an internal AGC
clamp circuit, a. provision for external
IF derived AGC is avail.. via the control
gates of the FETs.
A fully buffered local o.illator output is

Provid., together wiM an IF preamp using
an FET. varactor tuned stages provide the
exceptional RF selectivity necessary to make
best use of thebigh gain.
Ambit International, 2 Gresham Road,
Brentwood, Essex.
Telephone: (0277)227050.

11388 51

Fast A/D converters
A new 16 a. 19 bit A/D converter .ries
from DMC provides an exceptional com
bination of resolution, accuracy, speed a.
stability. First designed for the toughest

analytical instrumentation requirements,
these converters now make 18 and 19 bit
Panormance practical for a wide variety of
aPplications.

s=ds!elned cliceno'd711I'lett :Onvienrt:°1617trit
60 micros.... Maximum linearity error
is s 0.001596 of fun .ale for the 2818, ancl
s 0.00296 of full scale for the 2819. Both
models have excellent temperature stability,
with maximum linearity TC of x pp.° C.
Maximum power .nsumption is on/y 1.4
watt, and PSBR 80.0025/56
This .ries offers considerable flexibility a.
convenience. There are four fullsmle standard
signal range selections, and builvin trimmers
are provided Mr gain and offset. They can be
easily recalibrated in the f ield, or set to cancel
P.m err.,
AMALIE. electronics Ltd,
Lion mews, Hove Bill3 Site,
Tel8p11011, BriOran (0273) 720716

11390 MI

(1383 MI
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Miniature enclosures
The new Pac Tec HP miniature enclosures
Boni OK Machine X Tool (UK( Ltd are ideal
for handiheld devices such as calculators. key
Pads, t,rmometers, paging systems, intercoms
m well as making useful terminal boxes.
In common vvith the larger Pac Tec units,
them new mini enclosurere moulded from
tough ABS. The two sections are held together
bar screvas a. a, necessary cupouts can
resily be made the rep or bottom panels,
Where special facias are required in ,antitY
the enclosurescan be modified to specification
by OK.

Standard colours are grey, tan. black or blue
but special finishes are available. Oreer
options include EMPRPI reielding a. belt,
wrist or shoulder straps, External dimensions
are 284 mm high X 91.0 mm wide X 146.1
rnm dee,
OK Machine & Tool WEI Led
ttla The Allen., Southampton,
klanta SOI EST,
Telephone: 0703 38906/7.

11391 M1

DIN Panel Mounting Boxes
A range of Panel Mounti, Boxes
011.3200 have recently been introduced
by Vero Electronics Lmited; T, four sizes
are primarily intended for use as detachable
modules in a con,e or instrument panel.
A specially designed latching system arrows
the easy removal of the box from its mount.
ing by a Rmple halidurn of two srews on the
front panel. Access to Me rear of Me panel to
remove the box as vvith previmsly available
types, is therefore unnecemary. The boxes

f it to anY PMel thickness between 2 a.
6 rnm since continued rotation of the latch
screws draws the f ixing latch along until it
clamps the panel securely. A single rectangular
cut-out is all thre's needed far mounting.

Access to the inside of the box is easily gained
through the removable top and bottom
panels. Two screws only need to be removed
to sli, out either panel. Removal of the rear
panel reve, PCB mounting slots integral
with the corner extrusions.
Manufactured from black PVC clad steel
with anodised aluminium front and rear
panels. the boxes are supplied in kit form for
easy assembly a. will house boards from
80 x gOmmup to 126 x 150 mm.
Vero Electron. Limited,
Industrial Estate, Chandler, Ford,
Cas.igh, Hampshire, 009 3Z9,
Telephone: (042 15)0E11.

(1392 M1

Powerful DMM
Microprocessor teMniques have allowed
Fluke to incorporatesomevery useful features
in their latest low cost 6% digit 8050A OMNI.
Apart from being a very compact and high.
accurate banch/portable rnodel with 39
measurement ranges a. ni, functions. the
8050A also provides dB computing and offset
modes in addition to a high performance
true RMS capability.
In the dB mode, the 8050A DIVIM'is a real
time saver allowi, the umr to call up any of
16 reference impedance levels Born 8 to 1200
ohms and to display the rmdings directly in
dB's without any tedious mmpreation or
dedicatre dB meters,
Additionally, a reference/offset mode allows
any input signals to be stored either as a
reference value for relative dB readings or
as an offset against any reading. In offset
mode. the user can xero.out any lead resim
ances for really high resolution impedance
rneamrements or set up a reference off,
end display only the variance from that
reading,
These absolute and relative dB m.es with
offset greatly sirnpfify measurements in audio,
amMifiers and telecommunications circuits
as well as in production resting where only
the rename from the stored verue may be
required. The offset facility is available on
all functions such as AC/DC Volts or Amps.
Resistance or Conductance.
The high resolution dB digit LCD display
is matMed by a basic OC accuracy 1,1 000%

specified over a full year. AC or DC measure-
ments mn be mcde down to 100, 10 nA
or 10 milliohms. In addition to its compre-
hensive volts, ohms and amps ranges, the
00500, also has two conductance ranges for
high impedance mmsurements to 100.000
Megohms, as well as low power ranges for in.
circuit measuring of diodm and resistors.
An additional mfety feature is an HV display
whenever a ,ngerous .toge 40 V is
Premnt on the probes. This is emecia,
useful in the dB or relative modes Mere
the dispreyed reading does not show the
actual input value. Further safeguares protect
against overloads or misuse and the instru-
mere is conmnratively rated to withstand
transients to 6 kV.
A wide range of accessories such as high
voltage probes, current transformers, shunts,
temperature a. RF probes, remote hold
Probe, battery pack, a. safety leads make
the 8050A a complete measurement system
for the bench or field.
Fluke International Corporation,
Colonial Way, Watford Herm
INDS [ITT,
Telephone: Watford 0E23140E1T

(1395 MI

Hi -Style instrument case
The Enclosures Division of Vero Electronics
hare launched a new range of moulded
instrument cases. Ore reli-SP/re iS an
attractive twodone brown case mould. in
ABS.

Available in three heigh. the range ie....,
complete with a crewing handle, %Mi.
doubles as a tilt foot. The angle of tilt is
adjustable and Packs in the carrying position.
The base section has moulded. in PCB mount-
ing pillars and apart from these the inside of
the case is clear for maximum space utilis-
ation. Flat front a. rear panels, removable
for easy machining are held in podtion by
the assembled cam - no fixing screws. The
front panel is supplied painted black, to
match Me handle trim, and the rear is
supplied sliver. Intercha,eability of these
panels allows the user Moice of colour
scheme.

Vero Electronics Limired, Industrial Estate,
Chandler, Ford, Eastleigh, Hampshire,
SOS SZE
Telephone: 1042 9916.19
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Keyleu digital lock in chip form
The L57220 is a 14041 DIP PMOS IC that
offers 5.040 4-rligit combinations, and detente
the proper sequential closing of 4 switch..
and sets a Lock C0111101 output HIGH. Irn-
MoPer Maquerming of the input keys or
mtivation of a 'dummy' input key resets the
chip. A seve .ntrol memory. settable only in
UNLOCK co..< i. preserves the lock
outputs' status when dwired. A built-in

when

delays changes of the lock outputs
when the chip is disabled.
Power may Co 5 V to 18 NOG with quiescent
currents between 20 a. IONA (all in

and outputs Open). The outputs for lock -
control, taw, and lock -indicator can each
sum* up to 30 rnA tel direct drive of

or LEN and lock relays. OPerming
temperature range is -20°C to +20.6,witing
the chip for automotive end marine antiWef
and other security appiimtions.
LSI Computes Systems, Inc.
(Manulecrurer of Gouorn 5 Standard LSI

circuits),
1235 Wait Whitman Goad,
Melville, NY
Telephone: 516/211.0000.

Rectangular LEDs Suitable for a variety of Nene! indiwtor
Valications, the rectangular Nmveato.'

Livonia has intro... a range of three light ,behpe may M endwacked for a linear bar

of
diodes to meet the specific require.

mmts of applications where the close spacing At a forward current of 20 mA, ell three
of such products is an essential function. dpacee have a typical luminous intensity of

writ TM 13,10 has minimum luminous
intensity of 0.8 mcd and the GL -11 a.

oos
Litre". Inc., 3.7 Churcatheate,
Hitch's, Herts,SG5 ION.

y413 are both re 1.0 med.

Telephone: Hitchin 56322.

(1385 fa/

Jedec standard 'chip' test sockets
A versa. series of 'chip carrier' test sockets.
designed to accept all .15125C Standard
microcircuit carriers, Ms been introduced by
BFI Electronics ted.
The sockets will accept carriers from 16 to
80 leads inclusive, with body sizes lap to a.
iluding 11, ins. square on 0.05 in. centres.
Inncaddition, only minor tooling cMnges allow
the sockets to accept SE DEC Standard 0.04 in,
centre packages or virwally any other non.
etandard chips

Designated RL.10 Ired diffused lens), GLA1 A positive locking a unlocking system
(green diffused lens) a. 1,-12 (yellow enables and un. loading using only
diffused lens). the lamps are rectangular in one, fingers.

lo.ing
In addition, specially designed

Maps to afford close spacing a. emit a lid allows the same socket to accept packages
.1 wedge of light when viewed from ranging from 050 to .100 in. thick.

(Int MI the end.

-ww--.
Arts

LOCK INPUT

SAVE INPUT

WISE INPUT

EON
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I> a -
D

LOCK CONTROL OUTNT

LOCKED INDICATOR

RT

SAVED INDICATOR

CONVENIENCE
DELA,

,

Other significant features of Mb 'chip carrier'
range include a lid design that eliminates
shorting against contacts or P.C. Board and
which will not

wage.separom

the ...II

body under norrnal integrei cc
mounting holes and minimum lid ova
m the back of the socket, permit maximum
socket mounting clensiff,
All sockets in the range are ideally suited for
both test a. bum.in amlications and are
available in a wide variety of materials to
meet specific requirements.
BSI E0 ins Limited,
VS Welton Hoed, Wen Ma,
Burry KM 00F.
ritlephone, 01.501 4oee. nu.: 261395.

11193 MI
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Introducing another new book from Elektor

300
circuits

Elektor Publishers Ltd.

£195

Offer valid until 31St January 1980.
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COMPLETE CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS OF THE ELEKTOR

FORMANT SYNTHESISER
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f you ar ev mild y interested ' ynthesiser then th' book is or you.
Wha is a VC . du VCA . VCO? we have o of th b st . t'
II h re w' h sett ng up p ocedures its and t'p and more ... You can now
ead boo h moo ELEKTOR FORMANT nd H AR'

We have take the troub e o FREE cassette a sound that the
FORMANT is capable of to ether with suggestions on how to achieve them.
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ORDER NOW
PRICE
£ 4.30

including
postage

and
packing

uISM
The book the synthesiser world has been waiting for!

ELEKTOR now release the FORMANT BOOK with a FREE CASSETTE.

ORDER DIRECT FROM ELEKTOR, 10 LONGPORT CANTERBURY, KENT CT1 1PE.


